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ABSTRACT (Continued)

operating conditions and variable geometry ixysitions to achieve minimum sfc and
maximum thrust.

Speed and turbine temperature fuel governors along with a compressor Mach Number
•\•[ .(•P/P) surge control loop in the Fuel control were evaluated. A control mode that

positioned the geometry to "scheduled" optimal geometry settings was unable to achieve
steady state maximumn thrust over the entire flight envelope. Howev r, a cuntrol mode
developed to force engine parameters to "scheduled" optimal poramelric relationships
successfully attained minimum sfc and maximum thrust at all the selected test points in
the flight envelope.

S:nce certain parametric relations.'i-s are hue For minimum sfc (i.e., maximum airflow
and minimum temperature for a giv n thrust) and maximum thrust (i.e., max~mum speed,
temperature, and pressure within er I;ne limits) the control based upon parametric re-
lationihip3 will yield maximum thrut and near minimum sfc for a resinable rang' of
engine variations. Therefore, it is not necessary to tune each new engine for maximum
thrks;t or adjust the control for engine aging.

The requirements for a backup control ro meet vorious goals were investigated. A backup
con'rol mode was developed and a smooth trans;tion between the primary control and
backup control wa demonstrated with the simulation.

A comnponent and cortrol system test plan woa formulated for the JTD control system.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This fina! report covers the work performed in a Control System Definition Study

under Contract F33657-73-C-0618, Amendment P00001. This control system

definition study was performed from July, 1973 through March, 1976. Two other

controls component development programs were also performed under this contract

amendment and were previously reported. These two programs were the Evaluation

I of a Fluidic Temperature Sensor/Air Ejector Assembly, reported in AFAPL

Technical Report TR-74-58, November, 1974, and a Fuel Pump and Metering

Assembly Development, reported in AFAPL Technical Report TR-75-85, July,

1975.

TI,;C itla Wogt|c11 -II I r were pari of an overall pian of ad-

vanced controls development for the DDA Joint Technology Demonstrator (JTD)

program. The DDA Joint Technology Demonstrator program will provide test

verified scalable technology for transonic/supersonic tactical fighter and inter-

ceptor aircraft variable cycle propulsion systems for IOC in the 198 0 's.

The potential benefits of the variable-geometry engine, such as increased

trnnsient stability margin, faster thrust response, propulsion system flow matching,

and i.,Proved installed thrust and fuel consumption performance, are directly

related to the ability to effectively control the various geometry elements.

Multiple control mudes are required to achieve optimum engine perfornrince for

each phase in a multimission aircraft. Effective control of an engine with a

large number of vatiable-geometry functions requires an integrated control system

to ensure proper scheduling and fail-safe interlocking features. The number of

control parameters to be sensed, the multiple control modes to be established,

the large number of control functions to be accomplished, and the requirements

to effectivdly Interface with the aircraft control system all point to a comolex

1- • • 1min~u



engine control system. For the variabie-geometry engine design to be cost

effective, practical multiple control requirements must be established early in

the engine design study program through close coordination bethveen the engine!

component designer and control design engineer.

The objective of this control system definition study was to define a control system

for the JTD engine compatible with the environmental and operationol require-

ments of projected applications in transonic/suoersonic aircraft. Specific

objectives of this control system definition effort were:

o To identify specific control functional requiremen-s :nd

0,- .1u-_- control problems related to the variable-geometry engine

o To determine the best control mode for each variable whcch

must be regulated on the engine

o To determine design definition of the control system using

the maximum degree of functional integration

o To develop a dynamic digital computer simulation of the

engine propusion system and contml syatem

o To conduct simulation shidies of potential controt systems "for

trode-off evaluations to identify tht rrvst suiteble system

o To identify high payoff ý-,Jvanwe'f technology control devwdop-

ment pmograms related to the T-echnoLo'jy De onstratof conro!

o To define the control system end test pkin for the Technology

De-nostrotor engine for verifyirig the fe ;ib4ity ond Ca~bility

of controlling udvanced variable-geometry engies

This report presents o description of the work performed durirg this study vnd

describes the selected contmo! ude und control system implenerntution wncept5.

1-2



2.0 SUMMARY

The flight envelope, environmental requirements, and functionafl require-

ments for a .JTD control systern are estoblished for a hypothetical transoni1c,

supersonic aircraft which WO~ld u~i~ize a .ITD derivative engine envisioned

for the 1980's. A control system goal of "optimal " steady 5tate performnance~

(minimum skc and maximum thrust) with rapid tronsienO performance 'lover

the entire flight envelope" is established as the foundatiOn for khe contret

mode study.

A flexible digital cumputev simulation of the JTD turbofan erighne with o

control syitem is developedi. A ýV~i~mizarion and constraint

procedure is added to the sifywlation to compute optizixl engine operating

cond~tons and variable geometry positions to achieve m~inimumr sfc Und

maiximumn thi:.st.

Speed and turbine temperatu.re fuel governors olong, with a compres,,r exii Mach

Number(4P/P) surge control loop in the fuel control are evuluoted. Two

types of varioble geome~vty controls ore "cormined in detail. The fhirt

positions the geometry to "s-chedtiled" optimul geometry settings. In this mode,

the errors in the geometry control over the flight envelope generate stubuility

ptblem, in the fuel conrorwl and wok it difficult to achieve steady state

moximum thiust. The second type uses thiý geometry to contro! wigine

purometer5 to 'schedulod " optin-wl puraneter relationship to stccessfully

attain miinimum sf c and mauximum thrust. Several combinotions of geometry

positions and engine purantoters upe studied to develop u control mode thajt

meets the requiremnents over the flight anveelope with good transient response

during a wide runge of occeleraions und decelerations.



Tht requirements for a baciup ,ontrol to meet various goals are investigated.

A backup control mode is developed and the transition between the primcry

control and backup control Is demonstroted with the simulatiorn

A conceptual desigi of the control system is formulated and component

devi'elopment wvtk required to implement the selected control mode fr the

JTD ik, id•aifi•'•. A component and control system test plan is presented

for the JTD contioi system.



3.0 JOINT TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR (JTD) ENGINE DESCRIPTION

The JTD being developed by DDA under contract (USAF F83657-76-C-0021 and

Navy N00019-76-C-094) is conceived as a turbofan powerplant to demonstrate

the integration of advanced component technology as it becomes available from

individual component R&D efforts. The primary objective of the technology develop-

ment is to demonstrate the performance, structural, and operating characteristics

leading to an engine that is significantly advanced in terms of stage loading, material

application, and component variability for transonic/supersonic applications.

The APSI design cost study clearly identified significant reductions in acquisition

and life cycle costs of JTD derivative engines incorporating high performance variable

flow capacity components currently in development. These benefits were described

in report AFAPL-75-90 "Turbine Engine Technology Demonstrator Comoonent

Development Program - Project 668A - Effects of JTD Advanced Technology on

Life Cycle Costs".

A brief description of each of the JTD components technology is presented in the

following sections.

Fan

The fan is a high tip speed, two stage system being developed under APSI contruct.

The full fixed geometry ion performance hQs been demonstrnted in a previous

development progrom. The present effoft of redesign and testing has significantly

upgraded performance over the ociginol design. Inlet distation testing is scheduled.

C ompressor

The compresswo has inlet guide vanes und six-stuges ol comprossion and incorpcoates

v-riable vones in oil stugo. A primawy design requirement of the compresso woa. to

provide variuble flow capacity ot near cottstant speecl and pressure tutio. Two soputiv

tests of this c•mpfesuor Kowv been conducted und o third is planned for late 1977

3-1



during which inlet distortion testing will be accomplished.

The compressor assembly incorporates advanced titanium materials and design

features resulting in a lightweight structure meeting the design requirements imposed

by the varying temperature and stress conditions.

Combustor

The combustor development objective was to design and demonstrate high performance

over a wide range of fuel/air ratios necessary for incorporation in a variable flow

engine. A turn down ratio over twice current technology combustors was required.

Other objectives included low pressure drop and a very low T max/T average outlet

profile. The diffuser/combustor system is a triple passage diffusion system which includes

inner and outer boundary layer bleed slots to produce a diffusion system insensitive to

co-,pcssor discharge profile variation. The high-temperature combustor liner utilizes

ý ,.,,ui convection and film coaiing. This design provides the capability

to operate at extremely high temperatures with minimum cooling airflow, thus permitting

a larger percentage of total airflow to be used to tailor the temperature pattern. A

staged fuel concept allows efficient operation over an expanded turndown ratio range.

Rig testing of the combustor has resulted in the demonstration of these design objec-

tives.

H.P. Turbine

The high-piessure tufbirh is a high work, voriable flow cupicity maximum temperature

single stage assembly. the turbine nozcle is designed to be mechanically voriobli

to accept a wide range of flows from the compressor and operate at maximum tetnopra-

lures. Rig and caQscade testing has been performed which demonstrated near goal

perfomance. Testirg in tfle gas gene~rator ks further demonstmrated the aility of the

mwchanically variable vanes to be moved atisfactorily while owrfating at high

temperature. Predicted perfotmnce wui also domonuxltratd.
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L.P. Turbine

The low-pressure turbine is an air-cooled, variable flow capacity, single-stage

assembly. A unique design feature is the integration of the vane cooling and the

variable flow capacity achieved aerodynamically by use of a jet flap vane.

Modulated compressor discharge air is routed through the vane for cooling and dis-

charged from the jet flap slot approximately at right angle to the gas stream flow.

The amount of cooling air flowing into the gas stream varies the effective flow

area (capacity) of the turbine. Rig testing of this component has demonstrated

performance levels near the original design objectives in both efficiencies and flow

variation.

Exhaust Nozzles

Th, p'. ,',. i,.• eccr,.• uuii ,vu.-,ce: r'u One jTD have been designed. The

designs provide for both nozzle areas to be varied on the test stand over the full

range for demonstration of the total potential of all the variable components. Addi-

tional testing of the JTD will thus demonstrate the full potential of the advanced

variable flow components.

Figure 3-1 shows the external view of the J(D engine with these variable component

features.

3-3
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4.0 CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

This control system definition study addresses the control of the JTD engine as

described in Section 3.0. It further considerý the operational and environmental

requirements for a projected transonic/superionic application of a JTD derivative

engine in which an augmentor and possibly a varicable gaometry fan would be

added. The potential aircraft applications considered include missions of:

o Interdiction

o Combat air patrol

o Low altitude intercept

o Deck launch intercept

o Subsonic surface surveillance

A composite flight envelope to include the mission capabilities was formulated us

a basis for establishing the control system requirements. This control system design

flight envelope is shown in Figure 4-1.

The control system environmental requirements were established from considerations

of a typical transonic/supersonic mission profile as shown in Figure 4-2.

The incroused number of variable geometry components points toward an advanced

control system which must be capable of handling multiple inputs and outputs,

multiple wntrol modes, and effective interfacing with other systems. The addition:l

complexity of the engine, the increased functions of the control systems, and low

cost goals present new challenges, unique problems, and expanded requirements

for the control system.

The definiteuri of the JTD control system must address the requirements of the

actuation systems, the requirement for total system integration, the hostile en-

vironment, and the reliability, rtintainability, and cost of the system. These

factors ore discussWd in some detail to indicate the problenms they present in, de-

fining the control system.

4-1
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Unique Functional Requirements

The system must control five variable geometry components (six independent

control functions) in addition to the gas generator fuel flow. Although the overall

functional requirements are similar to o&her airrurc't engines, the actuation syrtems

for the variabie geometry rotating components present new challenges. The

varioblc geometry components that provide the most unique control system problems

are the compressor (having two variable functions), the HP turbine, and the LP

tu.bine. These requirements include the wide range of geometry movement, the

increased component performance sensitivity to geometry movement, the higher

force levels needed to control the component, and the hostile temperature en-

vironment where the actuators are located.

Compressor

0*ý aA* V S *IE~ 4-Jsk UV qiude v~ile C-U iU1A 3 Viqc

variable stator vanes to be controlled. The be'ic purpose of the compressor

,metry ii t. piovidt, optimum engine performun.e an" surge free operation over

the complete Ntight envellop, T4e iten-int L.ompareksor design indicates that two

independent control functions ate necessafy to c)ntol th( camýfiemor. The vanes

are scheduled to vary as a function of corrected high-pressure rotor speed to provide

moximum efficiency and surge margin. In addition, thesfq scheduies ate shifted ond

altered to provide variable compressor flow cupacity at a speed, as illustroted by

the .pen, noMinal, Und cl0ed Vane sch%, 4les shown on Figure 4-3.

The design of un uclvotia system to provide the two indepvndent comressor functions

is a unique problem. It is 2r€•aotikol and undesitable tu vary wech stag•e indepndently

with individuol uctuotort. The puctical aupproch is to piovide two octuoton, one

for ouch of the two indpendent functions. This approuch I-vuirvs 0 ntwCh4uo'iQO

concept that utilizes u unique combinutio, of link•,ug and can*.
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4.18 percent flow change per angular degree movement. This sensitivity indicates

the need to select a control mode that closes the loop on an engine parameter

rather than actuator position only. A highly precise actuation system with a minimum

aormount of hysteresis or backlash is required to maintain accurate position control.

3,- Vane open

2-
B'

5.5 degree
r..u 0 tow movement

-3

HP tubn ... .. IA~ t

Figure 4-4 HP Turbine Flo~w Capacity

Low-Prere Turbine

The LP turbine is an oir-cooled variable flow cypo-ity sirgle-st(ge turbine. Tho

LP turbine uofodyntutically varies the turbine oreo with a jet Hlip design. This Is

uccomplithed by controlling the onaunt of air forced into the jet flop stotor vanes

which edtausts pwpendicutarly into tho gab are•am, tN uesaodynumicolly varying

the flow are.. Bocouue of this unique tuebine design, the air beirg suwppliwA to

the turbinv not only vurioi the urtu but ols wwves uu the eojoling ilow roquirod by

the ftubine. Contoquoitly, tho cooirol a.,.~d selectod fotriho LP rtubine mutt

provide two functioin (I) vari"tbe arw conftml aed (2) uaoquote cooling Woughout

the attire fligm Onvelopd.
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Interface Considerations

Although it is not intended to demonst.rate actual integration of aircraft inlet and

flight control functions into the engine control during the JTD program, the inter-

faces between aircraft engine control, and diagnostic equipment must be considered

during the control system conceptual design. The system must accommodate the

following interfaces:

o Aircraft Inlet Control - provide proper airflow mc-iching capabiliy

between the inlet and engine to avoid high levels of turbuleice

and distortion due to augmentor light-offs or blow-outs, inlet

unstart, buzz, or supercritical operation and reduce spillage drag.

o Aircraft Flight Control - provide prorper thrust management to

accommodate automatic controls including altitude and altitude

hold: engine trim, and autopiiot landings.

o Engin Condition MonitorinDonostics - provide for continuous

monitoring of engine and control component performance to detect

malfunctions or degradation in performance.

o Aircraft Coc•pitDi~ s- provide the pilot with informotion of

the control syste,, in oddition to the required oircruft/engine

instrumontotion, digital cowhtoller failure ived indiw.,tor, wid

engine condition monitoring #log•

In the ovon? of a .QilurV in the prirriry Controller, it it wtirable thut $he wiginrk

control u•aomotically or iwnwlly revwt to o 5ocomiu•y or back-up cointrol. For

diony, 'It is dt•i. w4ble to keep the ba'ihop cxmoll au simple aod psibe. Tiwo

difforont critaria wwre conslderwd. Thv sirmoplWi ** only providt waFo oportion

!or u fly-honw capability with' rod*.cWd~~ w~ empxuisi on 6w SF~C

during cruise. The tecond wtould peovide Vor 9"' mxi*%rn thow~ capoC~lify in

aczco'dnce wlim MAiMPury Spocsificaion MIL.4-WlO7.
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The back-up system is simplified by reducing the number of controlled geometry

variables to a minimum and fixing the remaining geometry in a fail-safe position.

The electrical/mechanical design of such geometry would automatically provide

fail-safe operation by automatically positioning the geometry in the desirea

position when the primary controller fails. Potential failures other than thie primary

controller must also be considered in accordance with the probability of such a

failuie.

The back-up control mode must provide for a smooth transfer from primary to

back-up and also have compatible interface features with the primary control

components.

Environmental Requirements

The transonic/supersonic applications envisioned for the JTD derivative engine

impose severe and hostile requirements on the control system. Specific environ-

mental requirements for control system design criteria have been established for

the thermal, vibration and electromagnetic compatibility levels.

Thermal

A typical mission thermal environment profile is shown in Figure 4-5. This shows

the range of expected thermal environment to be -65'F to 470OF for control system

components mounted on the engine fan case or accessory housing.

A thermal environment of 470'F air ambient has a significant impacr on the design

of the control system components. The reliability and maintainability of an

electronics package are adversely affected by the them.)' environment since

reliability falls as temperature rises. If fuel is used as the only heat sink source

(210°F), it is necessary to minimize the thermal gradients, which may preclude

the use of plug-in-modules and may require piping fuel through the electronics

package.

The thermal environment for uctuator components on the hot section of the engine
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has been estimated to be 1000"F or greater. For example, the HP turbine vane

synchronization ring - actuator components are situated on the turbine case and

surrounded by the secondary fan stream augmentor inner duct wail as shown in

Figure 3-1. This area would be cooled by fan bypass airflow to achieve acceptable

thermal levels for the selected actuators. Similar temperature levels are assumed

for the LP turbine jet flap bleed and exhaust nozzle actuator components.

Vibration

The con•rol components will be engine mounted and, therefore, subjected to a

continuous engine vibration. The vibration environment shown in Figure 4-6 is

based upon extrapolated engine data which will be updated as JTD testing

progresses.

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

The increased use of electronics and electromagnetic systems has resulted in a

radio frequency polluted environment. The control system will be designed to

meet the EMC requiremerts for RF susceptibility specified in MIL-STD-461 and

tested to MIL-STD-462. Unfortunately, meeting these specifications does not

always ensure reliable RF susceptibility-free operation. Some airborne systems

in the real vworld experience RF levels of IOOV/M or greater. Aboard military

ships, it is not uncommon for equipment to be subjected to RF levels in excess of

185 V/M. MIL-Handbook 235 will be used for a definition of frequencies and

levels in the real world. During the design of the control system, cables,

cort '-ctors, shields, filters, and grounds must be used effectively to minimize

the EMC problems.
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Figure 4-6 Proposed JTD component vibration specification
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5.0 DIGITAL COMPUTER DYNAMIC SIMULATION

Engine Simulation

A highly sophisticated digital computerized dynamic engine and controls simula-

tions and special procedures were developed to support the controls design and

evaluations required by this project. This controls design and analysis tool

utilizes many of the mathematical modeling and system simulation skills developed

under IR&D Item 75-659, Engine System Integration (Dynamic Modeling). The

simulation provides a general design, off-design, steady state, and transient

engine model with variable geometry components.

DDA computerized steady-state performance programs are designed on the building

block concept and consist of a controlling logic routine which links a system of

generalized component subroutines into any desired type of engine configuration

defined by inputs (s:ev Figure 5-I). Additional specialized calculations can be

easily and efficiently incorporated with only minor modification which allows

maximum flexibility in studying a variety of cycle arrangements. The system also

features rapid cycle matching procedures and direct transfer from design point to

off-design calculation modes.

Transiont analysis of a system is rapidly accomplished by additional dynamic routines

being interfaced with the steady-state simulation. Those additional routines

perform the control of time functions, rotor dynamics, and heat storage effects

to produce engine response time history characteristics. Thus, the dynamic simula-

tion is achieved with little change to the steady-state model and makes maximum

use of component characteristics prepared for the stoady-stote analysis.

Calculation procedures have boon developed and incorporated into the basis

system for simulating variable geometry rotating compnents by a generalized

approach of layered characteristics representing a range of georietry settings or
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schedules as illustrated in Figure 5-2. Thk layered map approach is applicable to

a variety of variable geometry definitions without program changes. Thus, engine

component performance is easily and rapidly modified to reflect changes in corn-

ponent design or test results. This approach is used for a variable area turbine, a

high pressure compressor with variable scheduling of all stators and a controlled

cavity pressure ratio in an aerodynamically variable flow capacity, low-pressure

turbine employing compressor bleed. All component mops, cycle constants,

control schedules and other necessary model data are compiled into the program

Compressors Turbines

Work

Pressure
Ratio

Geometry

Multiple-Layered Maps Represent Each Variable
Geometry Component

Figure 5-2 Variable Geometry Component Performance Map

with provision for overriding by input data.

Figure 5-3 shows the gas path for the JTD simulation used in this study along

with the corresponding station numbers. These station numbe.'s are used as

subscripts on engine pur.neters to denote the location of the temperatures,

Pressures, flows, etc. fl.ough the report.
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Figure 5-3 Engine Flow Diagram

Control System Simulation

The control system included in the dynamic computer simulation is capable

of evaluating various control modes (laws) for controlling the engine. The control

system simulation can also be used to evaluate requirements for sensor response

and accuracy, actuator characteristics, control looip capability, system stability,

failure modes, and control loop solution rates, The control of the HPC geometry

position for maximum surge margin and efficiency is built into the open, nominal

and closed compressor maps used in the engine simulation. Thus, the simulation

cannot evaluate this control loop.

The complex control system is simulated by subsystems (computer subroutines).

As shown in Figure 5-4, each of the control loops is a separate subsystem. In

addition, each control loop is broken down into two subelements:
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o Control law - the calculations done inside the controller

to determine the reque~tld output value.

o Actuator hardware - the calculations done to determine the

component position based upon the dynamic characteristics of

the actuator.

Engine Inpot Geometry

PoaaOeteorf Pcsition

(from enginl (from control
sirilotion) .-. ilatoion)

""eenor DyrnOmics

HP( HPT LPI Cor* Duct Primary BcIk-VP

Geonetry Goonetty Geometry NOCont roO..sI. Fuel corFuel

Control nrICoiw Control Control Control Control

La.w LLw L Law Law Low

HPC HP? LPT A8 ANB WI'

pum~p and

Actuator Actuator AcvtatOt Actuator Actuator m •twlng

ENGIN SyItem. ,N

Figure 5-4 JTD Control Simulation Structure

This approach allows the flexibility to interchange the control modes with

minimum computer programming changes. Also, as test data becomes available,

the dynamic characteristics of the hardware components (pump/metering, and

actuation systems) con be simulated in more detail without any major programming

changes. In addition, each control loop subsystem or &ubelement con be isolated

and checked out by on input/output analysis. This is analogous to testing a
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hardware component to a written specification on a test bench. The control

logic or control lows are tailored to the control modes. The sensor and actuator

models are discussed next.

Moth Models

The modeling of the sensors and actuators is important to the control design since

they represent the greatest share of dynamics in the control system.

The math model for the sensors, actuators, and fuel metering system used in the

JTD simulation are typical of the hardware expected in the final JTD control.

These models will be updated as additional design and test data are available.

Parameters have been chosen to represent the capability of existing hardware or

hardware under design if at all possible.

Sensor Models

For simplicity, all pressure transducers were simulated as a single lag although

many transducers actually are better characterized by an overdamped second order

lag. This simplification is justified by the fact that the lags introduced by pressure

transducers ore usually not within the bandwidth of the c.,;-trol loop in question.

Thus, the input-output relationship of the pressure transducers is given by

Sensed Pressure Atual Pressure
I + .02S

The lags introauced by speed sensors ore even more negligible than pressure trans-

ducers so that a simple first order lag is adequate. Thus, the speed sensor is

represented by

Sensed Speed Actual S ,d

for both spool speeds. For wiy occurucy analysis, the Qctuol mechanizotion

scheme must be considered along with the expected "quontizotion noise" generated

with a digital signal.
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The temperature sensors cre also represented by a first order lag which is adequate

for the type of sensors (thermocouples) projected for the JTD. However, the time

constant of the thermocouple is usually a function of the airflow in the gas path

being measured. The input-output relationship used for the temperature sensors

is

Sensed Temperature = 1 + r Temp S Actual Temperature

rTemp ?sensor v (Wstandard/Wactual)

'sensor = sensor time constant at an airflow of Wstandard

W actual = actual airflow

An important factor in parameter sensing impractical to simulate is the errors created

by pressure and temperature "distribution" and the sensor location. Engineering

judgment must be exercised in this area whetn assessing the "error" -.ontribution

of the sensors.

Actuator Models

Although several different actuators and linkages are projected to drive the

various component geometries, the math models of all the actuators are similor

when the models are reduced to the level practical for the JTD simulation. A

typical actuator (possibly a torque motor and servo valve controlling a hydraulic

cylinder actuator which drives a mechanical linkage and load) is shown in

Figure 5-5. Generally, the gains in the servo valve are high enough that the

servo valve dynamics can be neglected. However, the flow rate limits cu inot be

ignored. For control studies, the compressibility of the fluid (fuel) con be ignored

so thot the actuator dynamics (except the free integrator) ctn be neglected. This

simplification results in the general actuator model used in the JT) simulation

shown in Figure 5-6. A rote command from the control is multiplied by a gain

to produce a rote motion of the actuator. This rote is limited in the actuator and
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integrateo to produce the actuator position. The actuator position also experiences

hysteresit* ond position limiting.

Fuel Pump and Meterinq Systems

Several pump and metering systems were considered including the APSI "vapor core"

pump and the TF41 pump with both torquemotor and stepper motor driven metering

systems. There is sufficient experimental data on the TF41 pump andi metering

system to justify a simple model that consists of two first order lags and a fuel flow

limit (is shown in Figure 5-7.

Since there is not enough "measured" data availacble on the APSI vapor core pump

to mathematically evaluate the pump and metering system from a detailed math

model, experimental data from previous testing on similar vapor core pumps was

used to model the vapor core pump and metering system. The data shows that the

pump dynamics can b,- represented by two or three first order lags. However,

only one luq netd be considered %ince the other two huve no effect below 5 Hz

and the engine reýpoxnse ik busicully between I and 2 Hz und no control loops are

eApeCted to huve a reNne in excess of 5 Hz. The dominate time constant can

viry from 0.01 to 0.2ý oa a tunction ot wupply pressure0 delivery Pressure, and

flow rutv. A typicol valuc oi 0.05 wos usv, during most *f the %tudy although

colnpuri;On4 wer: m,•id at Uther valuot. The pump time constunt wais hild constant

for uny ' ivern tranrzint mFe on, since j t-themutic0a trelation•hip between the

tfire w•u•flnt und the rejected ptebuwfv and flow ^ut, not uvailable. &)th torque-

motor and steppef rlOtOr driven rmefefing systef vre invetigated. !fn wh chst,

wutticicnt tovijcýbk pain ;Ui he - IQr to aP titfitV the moeering systemfi with

a )V snlog wit h U timei wnstant bVIWCen M0O and -02ý Vwhjý-~4s Thuz, tkv

rhOdcl givet "iflictio to1• th1 iI ptj4 i I f and t iflhm r ýYiri tv iu a gOadi ilposihf ion

for thwe vawr core potbp utid tuet rneIring syuteri although the Vapor C(,; PuMP

fWny hav, U more variable timfet wltwnt.

"A mwthod of ftaduJing tIh dogrsding feot• of atwftor mnliinwriiict i5 prejpente
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Actuator Non-Linearities

The actuators and their respective loads (geometry position and fuel metering)

display several undesirable characteristics other than the limiting included in the

models presented above. These nonlinearities include hysteresis, deadband, and

backlash which degrade the accuracy of a control loop and can create instabilities.

However, the effect of these nonlinraarities can be minimized by the use of feed-

back as shown in Figure 5-8. In this case, the output position is fed back to the

input to the servo-valve to create a position loop which eliminates or reduces

the effective hysteresis, deadband, and backlash. However, the open loop in-

tegrator feature of the actuator is lost and an integrator must be added to the

control which changes the control output from a rate command to a position

commaind. in addition, the control complexity is increased by an additional

transducer, feedback path, and integrator. The transducer will be useful

in failure detection. The quolity of the transducer will be dictated by the mode

selected and the degree of nonlinearities that is tolerable since the sensor becomes

u major source of nonlinearity with position feedback. The use of position feedback

will be avoided if possible to reduce control system complexity and cost.

Computerized Optimization and Constraint Procedures

The targe number of vwriables involved in the JTD require a computerized method

,o efficiently and accurately optimize combinations of geometry settings for either

maximum thrust or minimum specific fuel consumption. Without an optimization

computer tool, each component would have to be varied independently to construct

multi-layered plots. Time coniuming multiple computer passes involving a

significant number of points would be required for each flight condition. These

plots become extremely complex when dealing with more than two or three

variables -- with six control variables it is a near impossible task for hand

optimization.
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A system was developed that will, with o single computer run, simultaneously

optimize each of the controlled variables to give either a maximum installed

thrust or minimum installed specific fuel consumption within engine and geometry

limitations. As a byproduct of this type of analysis, individual sensitivities are

established for each variabie. Thus, the relative contribution of each component

to the overall performance can easily be determined.

A separate system has been developed that will adjust the variable geometry to

satisfy an imposed set of constraints simultaneously. It can be used to maintain

several engine limits simultaneously, such as rotor speeds and turbine temperature.

It may also include as constraints parameters not limited in a real engine, such as ,,urge

margins and bypass ratio. These two systems added to the computer simulation of

the JTD were developed to aid performance and control design studies. The

application of these tools will be presented in the contrc mode section.

Variable Geometry Optimization System

The optimization system is designed to maximize net tihrust or minimize specific

fuel consumption by automatic manipulation of one or more variable geometry

components simultaneously in one pass on the computer. This may be done For any

flight condition for either uninstalled or installed engine performance. All

defined engine limiters can be maintained for engine matching, and maximum

and minimum setting limitations can be imposed on each variable geometry component.

The method used involves ihe search for zero slope on a generated curve of net

thrust or specific fuel consumption versus each variable geometry component

position. The iteration procedure varies all the geometry settings individually

on each pass to generate the curves, then produces new settings for the components

simultaneously for the next iterative pass bused on zero slope estimates derived

from those curves. The iteration process is satisfied when each variable geometry

component setting meets un, oee of three criteria: (I) its slope versus Fn or 5fc
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is within a tolerance of zero; (2) it has reached its maximum or minimum limited

setting; (3) its variation plus and minus did not significantly affect the parameter

being optimized, Fn or sfc.

Variable Geometry Constraint System

This system forces selected geometry variables to positions which satisfy an

equal number of compatible constraints. The system generates a set of simultaneous

linear differential equations to relate the selected variables with their effect on

matching the selected constraints. Through an iterative process, these equations

reposition the geometry settings to satisfy these constraints similar to the iteration

method used for optimization.

The constraints available are:

o H. P. turbine inlet temperature

o Engine net thrust

o Fan surge margin

o H.P. compressor surge margin

o H.P. rotor speed (rpm)

a L.P. rotor speed (rpm)

o Percent corrected H.P. compressor speed (map value)

o Primary nozzle area

o Bypass nozzle area

o H.P. turbine flow capacity (% of design setting)

o L.P. turbine cavity pressure ratio

o H.P. compressor variable geometry schedule

o L.P. turbine jet flap flow (% of HPC inlet flow)

o Percent corrected fon speed (mup value)

o Bypass Ntio
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o L.P. turbine inlet 1'emperature (OR)

o Engine inlet airflow (Ib/sec)

o Engine inlet corrected airflow (Ib/sec)

o Compressor discharge pressure (PSIA)
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6.0 CONTROL MODE STUDY

The foundation of the control mode study is the definition of the control qoao or

control mode design criteria. With the gro~t variability of the JTD, t-'e 0 Yl-itv

to optimize the engine operation to some criteria is obvious. The cailitv to

provide optimal transient rsponsn in the true sense of "cptimni contrl " or

"modern control theory" was beyond the scope of th;s project. A "pseudo"

optimal transient copability based umn maximum rotor sneeds over a lora - thrust

range was investigated. In this mode, the rotor speeds are rToximized at each

thrust level. Thus, the basic lags of the engine (rotor dynamics) are minimized

and faster acceleration of the engine are possible. This criteria has many potential

applications such as a special combat mode, carrier landings,V!STOL, etc., however,

o ptimization of steady state performance is a more reasornble criteriu since it

does not place additional high dynamic requirement5 on the engine or control

system. Optimization of sfc will incroese the cruise range of an aircraft while

maximizing the thrust over the flight envelope increases the comybt effectiveness

of the aircraft. In addition, the ability to optimize stctdy state performance of

the engine over the entire flight envelope demonstrates a caoability of variable

geometry engines not attainablk with 3 FiACed geormtry engine.

The design goal of the czntool e for the JTD is to provide optimum 0t-.ooy

state porfornwince and rapid tfrn.iant response. SPvcifically, the objec••ve%

Wte

o minimum sfc a oil thkfwo levels

o maximuti thwrus Ovef the Flight envelope

0 wfe '-.gine tnarniont oporation (do not viobot< wV1110 parameter

li~l)

o rapid "a'wiont irspoens
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EngineOptimization

Detailfd Uninstalled Optimization

The first step o! the design was to optimize the engine (no control system) within

the design ccnstraints. To assure a design that is valid over the flight envelope,

the following four representative flight conditions were chosen

"o sea level static

"o Mach 1. 2 at 500' (maximum CDP pressure)

"o Mach .75 at 36089'(iow airflow and low inlet temperature)

"o Mach 2.2 at 36089 (high inlet ram)

The optimization of sfc and maximum thrust For an uninstalled engine was cOrried

out at many thrust levels for these four flight conditions with the computerized

programs presented in the previous section. The results are not completely as

one might expect since the JTD is a combination of development components to

demonstrate component technology rather than a matched engine. For a matched

engine, minimum sfc generally requires maximum airflow, maximum bypass ratio, and

minimum temperature until engine limits are reached at which time the temperature

is increased to achieve maximum thrust. Thus, the fan speed should be brought

up cis fast as possible for maximum airflow and the bypass ratio maximized by

minimizing the core flow through lowering the core spool speed and keeping

the turbine and compressors closed. However, for minimum sfc with the JTD,

the HPC remains open and the HPT remair, closed at the lower and mid-thrust

region until on engine limiter is reached (speed or pressure). In the mid-thrust

range, both nozzles remain open. Thc sfc is not affected greatly by the LPT

geometry. However, in the high thrust runge and for maxi-mum thrust, all the

geometry moves to allow the engine to attain more theun one limiting state. The

finli engine limiter attained is usually temperature. Specific data From the

optimization is presented in the mode development us it is used to develop the

various modes, investigated.
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Comparison of Uninstalled vs. Installed Optimization

The optimization for the control design was computed with an uninstalled engine

configuration since it represents the test stand configuration which is the initial

application of the control. To keep the study as general as possible, the mode

design is based upon an uninstalled engine.

However, the final mode should be able to fly throughout the flight envelope

which requires the consideration of the installation effects. The optimization

procedure was repeated for three corrected thrust levels and a large range of

corrected inlet conditions for both installed and uninstalled conditions. Although

no significant differences effecting the control mode were seen in this investigation,

a more detailed study with an actual aircraft and inlet is expected to impose addi-

tional control requirements (i.e. inlet flow matching and augmentation).

Uninstalled performance was computed for the JTD engine using MIL-E-50088

inlet recovery, unity for nozzle throat flow coefficients and 0.985 for the nozzle

gross thrust coefficients. Ranges of tam pressure ratio and engine inlet temperatures

were investigated over a range of power levels. Ram pressure ratios from 1.0 to 8.0

and inlet theta values from 0.8 to 1.5 were studied at power levels of 3000, 6000

and 9000 pounds thrust (FnVi8 1) as well as maximum non-augmented and maximum

augmented thrust levels. The three lower thrust levels were optimized for minimum

specific fuel consumption and tke two higher thrust levels were optimized for maxi-

mum thrust by coordinating the geometry positions of the high pressure compressor,

high pressure turbine, low pressurn turbine and both exhaust nozzles within their

physical capabilities.

Installed performance was computed for the same ram pressure ratio, engine inlet

theta and power level ranges as for the uninstalled data to determine tile degree

of effect on control mode and scheduling requirements. A simulation of a

fixed-schedule variable inlet was used for inlet recovery and inlet drag character-
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istics with the capture area sized by the guideline- developed for the APSI cycle

sTudies. Flight nozzle characteristics were used for gross thrust and flow co-

efficient characteristics. No aircraft bleeds or power extractions were considered,

but this consideration should have little impact on the results.

-h- results of the uninstalled and installed performance data were generalized

with check runs made to assure that smoothing and generalizing of schedules

maintained performance within one and one-half percent of optimum. The

following table compares the resulting generalized scheduling trends.

Table 6-1

JTD Optimized Non-Dimensional Data Comparison

Operation Geometry Uninstalled Installed
High Flow Rate High Flow Rate

3000# Fn! 8 1 HPC 120 (Open) 120 (Open)
Opt SFC HPT Closed Closed

LPT Min Jet Flap Flow Min Jet Flap Flow

A8 Avg 244 in. 2  Avg 280 in. 2

A18 High RPR - 150 in. 2  High RPR - 280 in. 2

Low RPR - 290 in. 2  Low RPR - 314 in. 2

6000# Fn/ 8 1 HPC 115 116
Opt SFC HPT Closed Closed

LPT Min Jet Flap Flow Min Jet Flap Flow
A8 Avg 272 in. 2  Avg 295 in. 2

A18 High RPR - 120 in. 2  High RPR - 220 in. 2

Low RPR - 309 in. 2  Low RPR - 310 in. 2

9000# Fn/ 8 1 HPC 112 115
Opt SFC HPT Closed Closed

LPT Min Jet Flap Flow Min Jet Flap Flow
A8 Avg 290 in. Avg 300 in. 2

A18 High RPR - 120 in. 2  High RPR - 150 in. 2

Low RPR - 286 in. 2  Low RPR - 290 in. 2
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Table 6-1 (continued)

Operation Geometry Uninstalled Instal!ed
High Flow Rate High Flow Rate

Max Dry HPC Open Open
HPT Schedule vs I Some Schedule vs i
LPT Min Jet Flap Flow Min Jet Flap Fl,"w
A8 Schedule vs 1 Same Schedule vs I
A18 Schedule vs 1 Diff Schedule vs I

S ensitivity Study

In most of the control modes studied, the sensitivity or gain of the engrne is an

important part of the loop design. To make a "tight" control loop, it is desirable

to make the loop gain as high as possible. Thus, it is desirable that the sensi'ivity

be as large as possible. It is also desirable that the sensitivity be a constant over

the entire flight envelope to minimize the nrnlinearities and provide constant re-

sponse at all conditions. A list of potential engine parameters to be used in the

various control modes was developed from a survey of existing engine controls.

This list is given in Table 6-2. A sensitivity study was made at several flight con-

ditions by varying the geometry one at a time about the optimum position and

observing the eng'ne parameter changes with the steady state engine simulation.

Both corrected and uncorrected engine parameters from Table 6-2 were studied.

Typical sensitivity '"lues ore given in Table 6-3.

For most geometry variables, a few engine parameters displayed u much higher

sensitivity value than the remaining engine parameters. For example, the important

sensitivity duta for the prin-ary exit nozzle is given in Table 6-4 for a large number
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Table 6-2
Variable Geometry Potential Control Modes

U. h.turc- control HPC stator control
Fan inlet temperature HPC inlet temperatureFan inlet pressure HPC inlet pressureFan inlet Mach number HPC inlet Mach number

"- • IHPC outlet pressureriPC inlet pressure HPC outlet Mach number
HPC speed

HPT stotor control LP._Tet flop control
HPT inlet temperature LPT cooling
HPT inlet pret:ure LPT inlet temperatureHPT outlet pressure LPT inlet pressureHPC speed LPT outlet pressureHPC pressure ratio Fan speed
HPC outlet temperature Fan pressure ratioHPC outlet pressure Fan inlet temperature
Turbine bk'de tip temperature

Primar. y exit nozzle Fuel control
Ambient temperature Fan speed
LPT outlet pressure HPC speedLPT pressure ratio HPC discharge pressurePower lever position HPT inlet temperatureFan speed HPT inlet pressureFan pressure ratio HPT exit temperature
Fan inlet temeruture HPT exit pressureFan exit pressure Ambient temperature

Ambient pressureSecondory exit nozzle Ambient Mach number
Power lever position Power lever position
Primury nozzle orou Turbine blude temperature
Duct flow Exhoust gas tetný,eruture
Inlet flow
Fan pressure ratio
Fan "ed

6-6
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Table 6-3

Typical Sensitivity Matrix

ALT - 36,089 Ft. MACH = 2.400 PAMB , 3.283 PSIA TAMB - -69.7) DEG.F

NOMINAL CONTROL MODE SETTINGS

WFENGN - 17430 Lbs/Hr HPCSET - 109.92 HPT$[T - 114.45

AREAB 329.00 Sq. In. AREA18 . 536.00 Sq. In. LPTSET - 1.048

ENGINE PARAMETERS - NOMINAL VALUES

FNET , 37999 Lbs. PCODE , 100.00 SMHPC ý 69.835 SMLPC 63.571

SFC = 1.855 Lbs,/Hr/Lb BPR " 1.836 NHIGH 13633 RPM
NLOW CORNL - 8604 CORNH 9547 RPM
PFANIN - 42.34 PSIA TFANIN ' 377.8 DEG F WAFANI -461.06 LBS/SEC

PHPCIN 89.54 PSIA THPCIN 1057.5 DEG R WAHPCI 162.94 LBS/SEC
PHPCO 3.42.37 PSIA THPCO 1619.3 DEG R WAHPCOý 163.01 LBS/SEC
PHPTIN 321.21 PSIA THPTIN 3655.2 DEG R WAHPTI 137.86 LBS/SE,.

PMTURB 136.82 PSIA TMTURB '- 3007.6 D[G R WGNOZL- 167.14 LBS/SEC
PLPTO 48.93 PSIA TLPTO z 2410.7 DEG R WADUCT 298.05 LBS"SEC
PNOZL 48.21 PSIA TNOZL Q 1951.0 DEG R WGDUCT- 312.75 LBS/SEC

HPTSET LPTSET AREA8 AREA18 HPCSEI WFENGN

FNET -0.15 0.00 0.26 0.26 0.08 0.53
NLOW -0.19 -0.00 0.28 0.06 0.08 0.2?,
NHIGH -0.50 -0.08 -0.02 -0.00 -0.32 0.16
WAFANI -0.36 -0.03 0.32 0.29 0.14 0.36
WAHPCI -0.93 -0. 16 0.15 -0.00 0.31 0.4)
WAHPCO -0.92 -0.15 0.17 0.00 0.33 0.46
WGHPTI -0.92 -0.22 0.15 -0.01 0.30 0.46

WGNOZL -0.90 -0. IS 0.15 -0.00 0.32 0.47
WADUCT -0.05 0.02 0.40 0.44 0.04 J.31
WGDUCT -0.06 0.02 0.40 0.46 0.05 ).30
TFANIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0U 0.0)

THPCIN -0.03 0.00 0.10 -0.01 0.02 0.eN?

THPCO -0.44 -0.04 0.03 -0.0: -0.06 J. I5
THPTIN 0,27 0.08 -0.07 -0.01 -0. i 0.J2

TMTURB 0.52 0. II -0.07 -0.00 -0. 18 0. J3
TLPTO 0.52 0.07 -0.23 -0.0! -0.19 0.33
TNOZL 0.61 0.09 -0.201 -0.01 -0.24 0.41
PFANIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PHPCIN -0.12 0,00 0.35 -0.01 0.07 'J.2'ý

PHPCO -1,90 -0.18 0. )1 -0.01 0.20 0.61
PHPTIN -2.00 -0.18 0.11 -0.01 0.19 0.,,j
PMIUkb -0.a,4 -0..)O 0.14 -0.00 0.2J ". 0
PLPTO -0.61 -0. 12 -0.96 -0.00 0.21 0.e4
PNO•L 0.•i -0. 1? -9Q -0.00 0.2 0.M

CORNL -0. 19 -0.0 0.20 0,06 0.0w 0X.7',COINNH -0. SU -0.00 -0.02 -0-00 -0..32 0. !A,

C000P0I -0.93 -0- 16 0. 16 -0.o0 0.31 0.4-)
CWHIPCC -0.92 .0.1• 0. 11 0.00 o. o3 0.,,4
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Table 6-4

Engine parometer sensitivity to primary exit nozzle changes over the
flight envelope

Engine Parameters
Fan HPC LP"

Cede - Fan Speud Airflow Duct Airflow Inlet Pressure Outlet Pressure

1 .28 .32 .46 .38 -. 92
"" .17 .20 .26 .22 -. 94
3 .23 .27 .35 .29 -. 88
4 .58 .44 .51 . 0 -. 76

.46 .51 .64 .- 5 -. 77
S .39 .47 .62 .48 -. 83
7 .34 .35 .50 .44 -. 98
8 .34 .35 .49 44 -1.00
9 .34 .35 .47 .42 -. 97

10 .42 .39 .51 .46 -. 95
11 .45 .32 .40 .42 -. 86
12 .65 .46 .45 .40 -. 75
13 1.27 .47 .37 .33 -. 57
14 .49 .54 .66 .68 -. 74
15 .46 .40 .34 .68 -. 84
16 .36 .30 .34 .49 -. 90
17 .29 .28 .35 .45 -. 92
lb .23 .23 .30 .28 -. 57
1 .24 .15 .14 .18 -. 76

.21 .27 .36 .30 -. 91
21 .27 .26 .34 .33 -. 98

.59 .31 .30 .38 -. 76
23 .47 .57 .75 .68 -. 72
24 .ý2 .71 .85 .73 -. 72
2 .43 .59 .80 .64 -. 79
26 .41 .36 .45 .05 -. 90
27 .31 .29 .36 .55 -. 93
?8 .30 • 5 .34 .46 -. 93
29 •b .33 .45 .52 -. 96
30 .3) .37 .50 .42 -. 92
21 . .21 .42 .42 -. 92

o (• , ti Plimry ,o.k Arvo
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of thrust levels cind flight conditions. The pressure at the LPT output displays

the greatest sensitivity to chnr.ges in primary nozzle area. Other engine

;-',rameters (both corrected and uncorrected) showing a promising sensitivity to

primary nozzle area changes are:

"o Fan speed

"o Fan airflow

"o Duct airflow

"o HPC inlet pressure

"o LPT outlet pressure

Thus, from a loop gain criteria, these parameters represent the prime condidates

for control of the primary exit nozzle area.

6-9
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Fuel Control

The fuel control can be divided into three sections: 1) a governor, 2) accelera-

tion and deceleration schedules, and 3) limiters. Ideally, the governor regulates

the Fuel flow during steady state and the acceleration schedule, deceleration

schedule, and limiters protect the engine during transients. However, at maxi-

mum thrust, either the governor or the limiters may be in control of fuel

flow in most fuel controls on today's engines. Thus, the governor's primary goal

is to regulate fuel in o manner that provides minimum sfc over the thrust range.

The acceleration and deceleration schedules must protect the engine during the

transient operation. The limiters also must protect the engine during transient

opemation and may be required to mainrain engine parameters during steady state

at or near maximum thrust. With these requirements es'l-blished, the individual

section will be discussed.

Governor

Since accurate control of the engine parameS,#'r during steady state operation is

required to maintain minimum sfc, only an integral plus proportional governor was

considered to assure zero steady state errors. Thus, the governor will be of the

form Jhown in Figure 6-1. The following parameters were considered as the control

engine pa:ometer based upon their criticality in achieving the optimal objectives.

"o High pressure spool speed (NH)

"o Low p-essure spool speed (NL)

"o Turbine inlet temperature

Both corrected and uncorrected parameters were considered.

Turbine inlet temperaturb has the greatest appeal for achieving maximum thrust

and good fuel modularion over the thrust range since it is the final limiter

roached. In general, many engine parameters reach near thei. maximum values
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at the upper thrust range white the thmperature is relatively low for rnhnimurr,

sfc. Maximum thrust is achieved by raising the turbine inlet temperature to the

maximum allowable. inus, a temperature governor widh zero steady state ei'ror

would theoretically achieve maximum thrust over the flight envelope.

However, dynamic problems, reliability, and inaccuracy, make the use of a

temperature governor impractical. Temperature measuring devices (principally

thermocouples) have slow dynamics (high time constants) which are difficult to

compensate because the time constants vary greatly with mass flow. Secondly,

the measurement of TIT at rhe temperature levels experienced in this engine are

impossible with today's sensors except for special short life test equipment. Thus,

the hottest cycle temperature that is practical to measure with current technology

is the temperature between the two turbines. Even the measurement of the inter-

turbine temperature (T4. I) requires some development work and the senrs that

exist are unproven. In addition, the relationship between TIT and T4.1 is a

function of the HPT index and the power extraction from the HP rotor system.

Therefore, the value of T4.1 representing maximum thrust is not a constant even

though TIT is a constant maximum throughout the flight envelope. Even if Un

accurate algorithm betweern TIT and T4.1 wis found and a satisfactory vriuble

compensation for the thermocouple was developed, a 14. I governor was con-

sidered too "high-risk" becouse oF a luck of experience and reliability data in

measuring temperutures in this range.

Both NL and NH speed governors were also investigated. The prinmiry Jiftervnce

between the two speeds is that the NL fnuximuium is rached aot bout 8011,U

thrust in some cuses whereus true NH roximum is qeierafly roached at fiuirxrum

thrust. In somne cases the rooduluition of high pressute rotor speed is very smenll

obove 90% thrust. Thus, with o NL governor, the throttle enounrvwd (PLA)
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wil' io)ve to perturb a second engine control (variable geometry) which must drop

NL before more fuel will be commanded above 80'a~ thrust. Although the re-

sponse of such a governor will be good since ihe dynamics of the engine hojve been

removed to some extent, the accuracy may be iess because the errori in the

geometry loop is well as the go)vernor loop must be considered in evaluating the

accuracy of fuel flow vs. throttle position.

Because of these potential problems with an NL governor, an NH governor was

chosen. The speed request schedule shown in Figure 6-2 is based upon the

optimization on sfc and the requirement to linearize thrilst on PLA. Sinc" the

use of corrected speed did not eliminite the need for lines of constant inlet

temperature, uncorrected speed is used to simplify theo~omputations.

Acceleration and-Decelecrotion Schedules

Acceleration Schedule-

A conventional acceleration schedule of Wf/P3 was selected to protect the engine

durnng the transient and aid surge recovery. An intereiting result of the optimiza-

tion surtaced during the construction of the acceleration schedule. The acceleration

and de,.,elerution curves were estimated from the operating curve using conventioncil

guidelines of 150, - 20% displacement between the required to run schedule and

the ucccderation and decelerution schedulte,. This allows opproximately u 500'"F

incrtaow in wigine temnperuture in the case of n acceleration for a given engine spewd

Thc operutinq lile for tilt LOlW inlet (Mach .75 ut 36089 ft)j actuaIlly higher

than the opefflting line for sew lovel ouitic. Thus, it wus difficult to uccvrately

interprtt betwvon the temoperature lines on the estimated uccelerolion schedule. As the

uccelerwtion schedule wus udjvustd to provide a mninimum of 10%ý, surge morgin

und a gool of 20Oý wrgv margin over tho flight envelope, th: static sw level

acciolertion schtedule Nhftod ab~vc tho fold inlor t uhuswn in Figure 6-3.

Although thc pfesent ocoekrulon swhodule is ujdequ..te, theo rtplotivv di-,Ia.'ce
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between the operating lines and acceleration schedules shows that surge avoid-

ance will be much more difficult at a cold inlet than at static sea level indicating

that a sacrifice of optimal steady state performance for more surge margin may be

desirable for cold inlet conditions. This was the case in the adjustment of the

gains for stable, safe engine transients. Safe operation with the original

acceleration schedules was possibi. with constant gains at all the other flight

conditions. The acceleration schedule isn't exercised in an accel from 40%

thrust to intermediate power at static sea level. However, some gains had to be

reduced and the acceleration schedule adjusted several times to provide safe

engine operation at the cold inlet conditions. This phenomena requires further

investigation since no trouble was encountered in running cold day conditions at

static sea level.

AP/P Surge Control

The above acceleration schedule to avoid transient surge of the HPC are based

upon an apriori knowledge of the relationship between the engine operation and

HPC surge. That is, a given fuel flow or Wf/P3 , inlet temperature, and speed

combination will produce a given surqe margin. Because of variations in this

relationship caused by component variation between engines and component

degradation, adequate surge margin must be built into the Occeleratiorn schedules.

It is more desirable to tie the surge avoidance of the fuel control more directly

to the compressor operation, especially since the surge line shift with HPC index

adds one more variable into the determination of the acceleration schedules.

Two HPC related parameters were investigated to yield a better definition

of the surge morgins during transient operation. Since speed is the transient

independent variable in the fuel control during an acceleration response, the

remaining parameters required to specify surge margin are HPC pressure ratio,
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corrected flow, and HPC index. Considerable interest has been shown in the

use of AP/P~where

A p/p = total pressure - static pressure
total pressure

as a measure of local Mach number or t.he corrected flow (Wa)

for surge control. An engine parameter and sensor accuracy comparison has been

made between AP/P and HPC pressure ratio to determine which one imposes the

most stringent accuracy requirements for estimating surge.

The engine parameter accuracy comparison was done by an analysis of the

compressor map shown on Figure 6-4. The AP/P lines that result at the com-

pressor exit are superimposed on the compressor mao. The more stringent accuracy

requirements for either mode occurs at a relatively Ic w flight Mach number and

high altitude condition. This condition results in low compressor airflow which

for this analysis corresponds with a corrected speed of 70%. The results of the

engine parameter accuracy comparison are shown in Figure 6-5. As shown, the

4P/P mode is approximately three times more accurate than the compressor

pressure ratio mode for the some surge margin accuracy. To maintain 42% surge

margin accuracy, the AP/P percent of point accuracy is 2.2% and the pressure

ratio percent of point accuracy is .8%.

Bused upon the engine parameter accuracy data, a sensor accuracy comparison

was mode to determine how accurate the sensors have to be to achieve the 12%

surge margin accuracy. The pressure ratio mode uses compressor inlet (P2. I) and

discharge (P3) total pressure probes. The A P/P mode uses compressor discharge

jP (Pt3 - Ps3) und P3 total pressure pwobe,. The resulti of the sensor occurucy

comparison ore shown in Figure 6-6. As shown, to achieve u 42% surge murgin
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-:curacy, the pressure ratio mode requires much more accurate sensors than the

A 7 ',' mode. As an example, to maintain +2% surge margin accuracy, the

-,esijre ratio mode requires the P2 .1 and P3 sensors to have a full scale accuracy

-t .*"U and .05% respectively, while the IP/P mode only requires the .AP Und

,e3 sc.ors to have a full scale accuracy requirement of .14% and .15%, respectively.

"" r. nclusion of this accuracy study was that the compressor pressure ratio

mne'surement has more stringent parameter and sensor accuracy requirements than

the AP/P measurement for estimating surge.

At first, it was thought that the AP/P reference value could be a fixed value

during engine accel --rations. However, due to the fact that the variable geometry

rn.ressor area changes during engine acceleration, thus shifting the operating

!ne -f ýhe compressor, the .P/P reference value must also change. Further

-ivestigation has indicated that varying the AP/P reference value with only the

-'-pressor index is not enough to represent a constant surge margin. The %P/P

reference value must also be varied with corrected HP speed. Consequently, the

-IC 'P reference schedule is defined by corrected HP speed and compressor area

us siown in Figure 6-7.

"..eal different methods of incorporating this surge margin "measurement" into

control algorithm were considered. One requirement wus that the %P,/P mude

(,ust compliment the acceleration schedule so that the acceleration schedule will

z1lways be oble to Iback-up" thea P/P surge control if required to protect the

.-nqimno. The method that demonsshoted the muost promise wos to ute the IP/P

rt--rencq in the vime munner us a limiter which will be discussod next.

FNue Limiters

-, :ct the limitts are basically u tronsiett device, only ptoporfional limiting

wo tned. A limtor only ,ublrocts fuel fomo the gpvrn fuNO roque (or
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acceleration schedule in some designs) when an engine parameter exceeds a

reference value. The engine parameters requiring limiters were:

"o P/P (surge control)

"o N HC2 (corrected NH)

"o NL

"o NLC I (Corrected NL)

"o 14. I (interturbine temperature)

"o TBT (turbine blade temperature - optical pyrometer)

"o CDP (compressor discharge pressure)

The reference values tr NN•C2, NL, NLCI, and CDP are constants as shown in

Figure 6-8. The TBT limiter was not exercised since the simulation has no met'Od

of determining metal temperatures. Experimental data will be used to evaluate

this loop as data becomes available from early ATEGG and JTD testing. The

reference value for AP/P is a function of NH and HPC index as shown in Figre 6 /.

The reference value for T4.1 is a function of the HPT setting since T4 is the

temperature Ihat actually requires limiting. The relationship between T4 and

T4.1 wous approximated with the equation (in dgrrees F).

T4 ; T4.1 + Tcon•t - S (HPTindex - 120)

juch that T4.1 is highef for a lower HPT index and same T4 (the vWriation is rrre

than l00'F over the full range of the HPT). Compenstion for ouch loop in the form

of gain and l•ad-lug or lag- lad is ptovidod.

There ore several wuys to inrpuorate thIe limitirs into tho logic of the euOl con•trol.

Fifst, if more than int limiter is eAvc.Jd oft ,ny given time, cithqa the tur of

thIe correction%, the groutest correc•i~n, or ome weighted ove-age could bo utx.

Gfenrully, the must rrtrictive limite (groaftet Correction) yields the bto rVsuilt

since tko wwtion of thO limiter usually ovorcorecth aMd Ih rolative gVins of
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thOw limiting loops already "weight" the importance of the various limiters to

some exten t . The greatest problem with using the most restrictive limiter is

that the control may "boun,.e" from one limiter to another and back, especially

at maximum thrust, and create a stability problem in the fuel control. This

will be discussed later.

Phe second decision in the limiter logic that must be made is if the limiter

correction is to be made to the governor fuel request or after the logic selecrion

between the governor and the acceleration schedule. Although the acceleration schedule is

a type of limiter to avoid surge, it is not expected to protect the engine from

overtemperature or overspeed conditions. Both methods were applied in this

study with little appreciable difference noted.

Geometry Controls

The primary objective of the geometry controls is to operate the engine with

minimum sfc or at maximum thrust during steady operation. The criteria for

steady state operation does not put high dynamic requirements on the geometry

controls. However, core must be exercised to prevent the geometry from having

an adverse effect on the transient response (i.e., geometry moving in a fashion

to have an adverse effect on surge margin). Adequate steady state surge margin

can be assured by constraining surge margin during the optimization for minimum

sfc.

Two significantly different classes of geometry controls were studied. The first

type of control involved the scheduling of the geometry positions as a function

of various engine parameters. The control is based upon positioning the geometry

and is generally classified as "open loop" on engine parameters. The second

t/pe of geometry control uses the geometry to position (control) engine parameters

and the position of the geometry is never defined explicitly in the control. This

type of control is classified as "closed loop" on engine parameters. Each type of
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controi will be discussed in detail in the following.

S.:heduled Geometry Position

The DuSiK ussumpiion of this type of control .i. at the engine will run optimally

if the geometry is positioned to a predetermined optimal setting. Tihis is

certainly true as long as the optimized model is a good representation of the

engine for which the control is designed. How well this assumption holds over

variations in engines and throughout the degradation of the engine is not known.

A typical "open loop" geometry control mode is illustrated in Figure 6-9. The

optimal geometry position is given as a function of engine input parometers

(PLA, MN, TI, Pi, etc.) or engine operating parameters (NH, NL.. T4.1, etc.).

A geometry positioning control loop places the geometry at the optimai setting.

If the optimal position is a function of engine operating parameters, a feedback

Posion
Rote Limit Li.-iit

I 1 Compensation

NN

HHCrF
NH(1 I-Er

Position

Feedbnck

,,____Engine

Figure 6-9 "Open Loop" Geometry Control Loop
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loop involvingtlose parameters also exists. Although this feedback can effect

!ne control stability, the control is not considered closed loop on engine

parameters since it does not attempt control of the engine parameter to a

reference value.

The primary task in the design of this class of geometry controls is the choice

of input and engine parameters to describe the optimal geometry position. The

use of engine parameters is intuitively attractive because it allows the geometr,

to respond to sorie changes in the engine operation. Therefore, the sensitivity

studies are the logical starting point for the choice of engine parameters. The

design of the primary nozzle control will be discussed in detail first to be

followed by a less detailed discussion of the other geometry control modes.

Primary Nozzle Control

The most likely candidates for use in the primary nozzle control from the se:iniiivo,.

data were

o Fan speed

o Fan airflow

o Duct airflow

o HPC inlet pressure

o LPT outlet pressure

The second criteria used to make a final selection of engine parameter(s) for

geometry control involves "control law" or functional relationship between the

optimum geometry position and the engine parameter. It is desirable to make

this relationship as simole as possible over the entire flight envelope for a

practical control system. The results from the geometry optimization studies

for some of the above engine parameters corrected to the inlet are given in

Figure 6-10.
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Correction to the engine inlet was required to yield a set of curves applicable

to the entire flight envelope. It should be noted that the end point of each

curve represents the maximum thrust point. Any approximation of the control

law should give special consideration to this point to achieve the full thrust

potential of the engine.

Fan airflow was rejected as a control variable since it remains constant at the

high thrust levels as A. varies drastically. Also, normalization to the inlet still

yielded a non-unique. (two values of A8 exist for the same flow and inlet con-

ditions) set of control laws. The duct airflow displayed characteristics similar to

the fan airflow. The fan speed is not practical since it is also constant in the

high thrust region and A8 varies drastically.

This leaves only the HPC inlet and the LPT outlet pressures as acceptable candi-

dates for controlling the primary exit nozzle. The LPT outlet pressure corrected

to engine inlet pressure yielded a set of curves that, for simplicity, can be

reasonably approximated by a single curve as shown in Figure 6-11. However,

this curve has a very steep slope for low pressures (low thrust levels). Therefore,

small errors in sensing the LPT output pressure wili result in large errors in primary

nozzle area. On the contrary, the HPC inlet pressure corrected to inlet pressure

(see Figure 6- 11) yields a control curve which is acceptable at the low pressure
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(low thrust) side but too steep at the high pressure end. In the intermediate

pressure range, the ideal control laws for both corrected pressures can be

approximated by keeping the nozzle open to a maximum setting. Therefore,

a control law combining both curves can be used to control the primary nozzle

area as a function of corrected HPC inlet pressure and corrected LPT outlet

pressure.

This control mode worked well transiently with two noted exceptions. The

single curve for (AS) vs. (P2.1/ 8 1) is not accurate for low thrust at static sea

level or maximum thrust for Mach 1.2 at 500 feet. The effect on the maximum

thrust was negligible. The problem at static sea level was solved by adding

inlet temperature lines as shown in Figure 6.12.
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Duct Nozzle

The secondary or fan nozzle created the greatest geometry control problem.

The sensitivity studies showed that fan airflow was the best parameter for con-

trolling the fan nozzle. Fan pressure ratio was another control candidate.

However, airflow and a combination of airflow and pressure ratio produced

unstable control systems. Simple compensation would not stabilize the loops

and other parameters were sought. The use of corrected low pressure rotor

speed (NL/f I) was inadequate for low thrust at static sea level and control

of the duct nozzle on (NL/ 4TO 1) in the high thrust region is impossible since

the engine usually reaches maximum (NL) or (NL/ 4 I) before maximum thrust.

This latter problem can be avoided by "scheduling" (AI8) on the turbine inlet

temperature T.4 which reaches a maximum only at maximum Thrust. However,

the practical mechanization of this mode is to utilize the interstage turbine

temperature (T4.1) which can be physically measured. The low thrust (low

temperature) at static sea level problem still exists in this mode. In this

condition, the duct is unchoked which generates a different A18 demand than

when the duct is choked at low temperature. This problem can be cured by

measuring the fan pressure ratio and adjusting the schedule for the unchoked

condition as shown in Figure 6-13. This scheme has worked well except near the

transition zone between choked and unchaked conditions where a degraded sfc

has been seen at static sea level in the mid-thrust range dut- to errors in

determining true choked conditions. This mode will put stringent accuracy

requirements on the transducers required to measure the ton pressure ratio if

minimum sfc ;s to be obtained.
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G eom e try' Indýýeý

For the compressor and turbines, the relationship between ge:)metry position "Ind

component performance is a function of mechonical linkages which have not been

defined yet. Therefore, the term geometry index is introduced for a better

understanding of the effect of geometry movement on component performance.

For the HPC and HPT, the geometry indeK is directly proportional to flow. With

the HPC, 80 represents minimum flow, 100 represents nominal flow, and 120

represents maximum flow capacity for a given speed and pressure ratio. An

index of 100 denotes minimum HPT flow capacity with 123 denoting maximum

HPT flow capacity.

The LPT index is the pressure ratio between the pressure in Fron' of the vane and

the stator "jet flap" cavity wh-ich represenws the closest rr,eosurement of the "let

flap" orifice pressure drop. Thus, the index is an indirect measure of the "jet

flap" flow and the LPT flow capacity. An index of 0.8 denotes moximum LPT

flow c-3pacity "and 1.6 represents minimum flow capacity (flow is not proportional

for other indexes).

Hýh Pressure Compressor

The sensitivity studies showed that the HP compressor variable geometry was

most sensitive to the high pressure spool speed und compressor uirflow. The

compressor varioble geometry design already ossume rrodulution of the Otutors

with corrected spool speed to achieve good compressor su'ge margin ind corn-

pressor efficiency over u w~ie operating range. Since tho use of cerreted HP

rotor speed simr4>liies Ihe control sysle, considerobly, this *Iranee was cthoser
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The senitivity studiet showed that th~e HP cornpres~or vorkjble geometry wot

most sensitive to the~ high p~fture spool speed and corwior uirf low. The

compressor varki-ale jottwtry dtti-gn olroody usturttei riiodulution of the sto tor%

with carrecled ipool kiped to ocieve good camow sI1if v~e fturgin cuid comn-

preswfr vificiefiy over u wide~ opefurifl9 !nge. Since Plw vie of correctWd HP

rotor speeod 5irnplifif tho control system considoirubly, this powo~etrw0 vosclioiv
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to control HP compressor geometry. The requirement for a uuck-up control in

lieu of a fail-safe position for the geometry control tends to dictate u simpler

control tiystem.

High Pressure Turbine

The HPT generally remains closed until one of the engine limiters (NL, correct

NL, CDP, etc.) is reached. Thus, it was possible to make the HPT index a

function of the throttle position. However, this mode did not work trunsiently

in an acceleration because the HPT reached an open position before the correct

HPT rotor speed was attained (NH lags PLA because of the rotor inertia).

Increasing the flow capacity of the HPT reduces the horsepower avaiiuble for

accelerating the rotor. If the flow cupucity is increused too fast during un

acceleration, the rotor muy never achieve the proper spe-d due to a lack of

horsepower and the interaction of other geometries. Thus, the HPT geometry

schedule was chinged to a fuinction of correct sceed (NH/q"2 ) by traunforming

PLA to NH/' F'2 through the fuel control governor %chedulk.

Low Pressure TufbinL-

The LP turbine :n;nimurn sc geometry 5etiings showed very little vuriation

over the entire thruOt wsnge for u given flight condition. For !hc two subw.onic

costi, the geometry ind& rwrtuinod at opp(oximutely 0.8 tar the tntire th.ust

range. Thd goometry indeA for wuptrinic; flight shows au &.utll variution ubout

1.2 over the thruot runge iot ouch flight woidition Otudi•d. A sifo1lv 2chedule

on flight auch numb•-r only, u, shown in Figur,; 6-14 wut invtligultd. It it

postible lfvhf a %irnpi on-off control bused woan -3 ch number or Inlet Ot-s

ptmfuta uw tiy be udequat ofr steady sluto peorfouiwco.
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Corlete "Open Loop" Geometry Control

The eost successful "open loop" geometry control from a transient viewpoint is

shown in Figure 6-15. This control wos exercised thoughout the flight envelope

including standard, hot, and cold conditions with only one significant problen

thut esuntiolly lead to the termination of work on this control mode. The

problem occurs at rfvximum thrust at oil the ilight conditions. At this point*

the ayine is opewling at several limiting puromueft including

o moxiMnwf burmer tomproturoe

o mojimum low pu"Wre spOol wtde (corrected and/or

uncortect•d)

0 moimume high pr o.we 4*ol kowwd (cofftotd and/ , r
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0 maximum CDP (low altitudeAhigh speed generally)

To achieve ihis state, the geometry must be set very accurately. Errors in the

geometry will cause these limits to be exceeded. Under theie conditions, the

fuel control has grcat difficulty in satisfying the demands of oll the fuel control

limiters and the speed governor simultaneovsly with one or more of the following

consequences

"o unstable operation

"o limiters exceeded in steady state

"o less than maximum thrust

With "open loop" control, it is difficult if not practically impossible to achieve

maximum thrust over the entire flight envelope. This conclusion led to the

development of the "closed loop" control modes presented next.

2eomet_ . Control of En!inje Parameters

Philosophy

The "open loop" goomnetry controls presented above had two mujor deficiencies

o There is no assvrunce ttat optimal performance will be

mrintoined for .ngine výtiotions.

o Fuel control stability is difficult to achieve of maximum

thrust b oau*e of the ,ultiple limiters.

However, ;t it witiblu to gutifntee otuble operation at maximum thrust by

utili.ing the gtomelry to control thoato wroff,,t reqUir•d to oswuo nwximum

thret Us shown in th followirng nampte.

A~urn •timum tivust ia ochieved whelm NH, NL, and T4.1 (T4) reoch their

o NH it controllt-d by the fuei Control

o NL i% .toliied by tho ýXimoury nog.le

o T4.1 it contiolld by the MPT w#inj
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With the "open loop"" control, the HPT index setting x-os made a Function :f

NH. This control and a non-nominal HPT would produce either too low a T4.1

(lost thrust) or excessive T4. I (possible stability problems in the fuel control).

However, with the HPT geometry controlling the inter-turbine temperature, roaximum

thrust can be attooned. If the temnperature is too low, the HP turbine indeg will

increase io raise T4.1 to its limit. If the HPT index reaches its maximum value be-

fore T4.1 reaches its limit, the resulting thrust is the new maximum for the degraded

engine (assuming the NL (jnd NH limits are attained). As long as the NL limit is

maintained, the fuel control will 11ot exhibit pten.ial stability Froblems if the

HPT reaches its min'mum value while T4.! is still above its limit with a "super"

engine. In this cse, the fuel control still is only required to operate on one

limiter (N4.1) althougli muAimum NH muy -tot be obtained. Similar arguments con

be made for te primary nozzle and fan ipeed. Thu!, the enq*.n'ý will achieve

the rruoimum availoble thrust within its physica' constroint% without trimming,

Unfortunately, the case for maintuining .nin;umu Ofc with engine voriution4 by

using the geoafetry to control engine poruameters is rnot ua cler Lut. However,

th? proper chsoice of engne parirneteri will enhnancv the prfýbubility that near

optimal s•c will be obtained. Minimin ik for u g;vn thruzt is gentruil;' ob-

tained by attaininj tho foiowing conditioan:

o MoW.4ifim oiiflow

o MW*Aifum bykSO rAtio

O Minimum b4un-n* u t1 ritur

If tho Moinol Opfipwl values 34 theoe ParanseteWs COr mistd of a givipa

fkiruvl ntur n~inirwuJei 0c opjefioni~ sEwuld bsr abt~tnoU ovsis with 1i

With tkV fi•t •0 , Eio, fan ,,t , fun ixto,,re rio ill control theo Ptoil e;n 1
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airflow. (It should be note-d that total airflow control is also important for

inlet matching, especially under supersonic conditions.) The tutal airflow and

bypiss ratio can be controlied by controlling the duct and core flows individually.

Limited control of the byp-css ratio car be achieveJ by controlling the duct and

core pressure ratios. Pseudo control of the burner temperature is achieved through

control of the inter-turbine temperature.

Therefore, it is desirable to control come combination of the following parameters

to assure maximu.m thrusl ond near minimum sfc while minimizing the stability

problems in the fucl control a v'ariation in engina parameters.

NH - diigh pressure rotor speed

N HC2 - high pressure rotor sfeed - corrected

NL - low pressure rotor speed

NLCI - low pressure rotor speed - corrected

T4.1 - HPT exit temperature

WaO3 - duct airflow

Wa3 - HPC airflow

P13/PI - duct or fan pressure ratio

P7/P I - core pressure ratio

P3 - compressor discharge pressure

To provide the desired steady state operation, the following desirable features

for the geometry control werc identified:

"o Control engine parameters which are critical to minimum

sfc and maximum thrust operation over the entire flight

envelope.

"o Provide 3 relationship between the engine parameters to

be controlled and the control system input (PLA and inlet
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conditions). This may be either directly or indirectly

through other parameters (NH assuming an NH gcvernor)

controlled directly by PLA.

"o Steady state control of the parameters normally limited

in the fuel control especially at maximum power to allow

the fuel control to operate on the governor.

"o Control to zero steady state error.

General Configuration

The general configuration of the geometry control loop is shown in Figure 6-16.

A required value for the engine parameter is established from ca schedule which

satisfies the second item above. A rate command for the geometry actuator

is computed from the required and measured engine parameters. The actuator

then integrates the command to move the geometry to a position that forces the

engine to the desired operating condition (zero error on the engine parameter).

Generally, the geometry control is a two loop system as shown. However,

geometry position feedback around the actuator may be required if the actuator

is too "sloppy" (i.e., excessive hysteresis). In this case an integrator will be

inserted in the control to replace the actuator integration. A study of the data

over several flight conditions showed that most of the data corrected best to

engine inlet conditions rather than component conditions.

The following factors were considered in matching the engine parameters and

variable geometry for the control -- a) control sensitivity, b) loop gain

variations, c) effert on transient performance, d) control authority, and e)

the ability to control the parameter at maximum power. The results were
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NL - best controlled by primary nozzle (A8)

Wa3 - best controlled by high pressure compressor

(HPC) or high pressure turbine (HPT)

WaO3  - best controlled by duct nozzle (A18)

P3 - best controlled oy HPC or HPT

P7 - best controlled by A8

P13 - best controlled by A18

T4 - cannot be measured, must use T4.1

T4. I - best controlled by HPT or low pressure

turbine (LPT)

which allows considerable flexibility in constructing the geometry control

modes.

A study of the steady state data reveals that the engine will operate at the

fan spool speed limit (either mechanical or aerodynamic) over the upper thrust

range at most flight conditions. Thus, it is important to control the fan speed

and the primary nozzle is the only geomehy that provides adequate control of

this parameter. The secondary nozzle can be used to control either duct flow

or duct pressure ratio. The duct pressure ratio was simpler than the relation-

ship between flow and speed over the flight envelope. However, for an installed

supersonic engine, the flow control may be more desirable to provide inlet

flow matching. Therefore, for all the mode studies, the nozzle controls were

the same with the

o primary nozzle controlling NL//0_1 described as a function

of NH/r I and 1" as shown in Figure 6-17.

o Duct nozzle controlling the fan pressure ratio P13 /PI de-

scribed as a function of NH//O i and Tj as shown in

Figure 6-18
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However, a greater flexibility exists in the application of the HPC, HPT,

and LPT. Several different complete geometry control modes will be dis-

cussed to illustrate the care that must be taken to select an overall geometry

control mode that yields near optimum performance over the flight envelope.

Control Mode #1

The first control mode studied in detail consisted of

HPC controlling P3/PI as a function of NH/ 4v•'l and Ti

HPT controlling T4.1 as a function of NH,0t and TI

LPT controlling P4. 1/PI as a function of NH/410 and TI

A8 controlling NL/AO"I as a function of NH/4/I and TI

AI8 controlling PI3/Pi as a function of NH/ýIj and T1I

(It was found that P4.1i/PI worked better as a control parameter than P7/PI)*

This control mode worked excellently at static sea level and yielded very near

optimal sfc's as shown in Figure 6-19. However, it was not possible to achieve

maximum thrvst at the supersonic conditions because of problems in attaining

maximum temperatures

The control of T4 is a very difficult task because it cannot be measured

directly, The correlation between the HPT inlet temperature (T4) and exit

temperature (T4. I which is measurable) is a function of the HPT geometry zetting.

With the HPT inlet temperature at its maximum, the- exit temperature can vary by

more than ',200 F over the range of variability of the HPT. Also, the relationship

of T4.1 corrected to the inlet with respect to corrected compressor speed pro-

duces large temperature errors for small speed errors due to a nearly infinite

slope at some flight conditions near maximum power us shown in Figure 6-20.

Thus, it was necessary to describe the required T4. I as a function of PLA and

inlet temperature which yields Contiol Mode 02.
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Control Mude #2

Only the HPT control was changed to create this control mode. The trans-

lation from a T4.1 vs. NH to a T4.1 vs. PLA schedule is important to preserve

a linear steady state thrust relationship to PLA position. In addition, it was

found that this relationship was critical in establishing minimum sfc and maximum

thrust operation. The results of several attempts to adjust this schedule at

static sea level are shown in Figure 6-21. In light of the good sfc's obtained

in Mode #1, it is felt that the same results could be obtained with this mode

with proper "tuning". A more detailed description of the perfo "nance of this

mode is given in Section 7.0.

Control Mode #3

The individual geometry controls in this mode were

HPC controls P3 /P2.1 scheduled on NHCI

HPT controls W.3 scheduled on NHCI

LPT controls T4.1 scheduled on PLA and TI plus cooling

A8 controls NLCI scheduled on NHCI

AI8 controls P13/P 1 scheduled on NHCI and T!

This mode failed to work at muximvum thrust because there was insufficient control

in the LPT to rnintain the proper T4.I. The effective flow orea of the turbine

is controlled by varying the amount of cooling air to the "jet flap" controlled

LPT. An increase in cooling air reduces the flow capacity and therefore the

maximum flow capacity decrouses (for a given speed and pressure ratio) ut

the higher temperatures (high power). Thus, the amount of variability und

control aulhority of the LPT decreases us ,ouximu." power is approached. The

LPT was required to go to a low index to mraintoin the proper 14. I bul the

minimum setting dictated by the cooling requirement for the bludes prevent.d

the LPT from controlling T4.1 to the d~eired tempeuture. In this case, T4.1
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exceeded the maximum and the fuel control limiter is required to control T4. I

so that the proper NH is not attained. Thus, nmximum thrust cannot be

cbtained with this mode. In fact, the decreased control authority of the LPT

it high power makes the LPT less desirable as a means to control one of the

limiting parameters.

Control Mode #4

The control mode variations have now been greatly reduced since only the

choice of control for the HPC and LPT remain assuming that the HPT must

control T4. I and the nozzle controls have already been chosen (Al8 can be

on either pressure or flow). The sensitivity data for any of the remaining control

parameters mentioned above did not look very favorable. However, the

functional relationship and sensitivity date for the ratio of LPT inlet pressure

to engine inlet pressure (P4. I/PI) displays the desired characteristics and this

parameter wus chosen for the LPT control. (it must be noted that the minimum

cooling air requirement often overrides the pressure ratio control above 70%

thrist.) Considering the earlier results, the only remaining rode left for

consideration utilized the HPC to control the cor.o or compressor flow. This mode

works fine at static sea llvel. However, at Mach 1.2 and 500 ft., muximum thrust

conn,3t be obtained since the fuel control will opwate on the P3 limite, and the

proper NH will not be attained.

For instulled supersonic opplicutions, the control of core flow may be more

desiruble tivn nmuximum thrust. In this cese, this rrie is more desirable than

Mode 03 since the P3 limiter is exce•d•d les. oftai than the T4.1 limiter.
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7.0 CONTROL MODE SELECTED FOR JTD

This section presents the selected control mode and pre~ents the performance

of the control system and engine over a wide range of operating conditions.

Also, some of the key control parameters were v'iried to check potentiul

problems during the testing of the JT1" at sea level static conditions. Most

of the information in this section has been normalized with respect to design

porameter to preserve the unclcissified status of this report.

Selected Control Mode

The control mude for the JTD depicted in Figure 7-1 can be summnrized as

fo 1 lows:

Fuel Control

o NH Governor

o Acceleration Scedule (Wf/P3 vs NH)

0 Acceleration Control (4P3/P 3)

0 Deceleration Sche'Jule (Wf/P3 vs NH)

o Limiters

(I) NH, (correcled NH)

(2) NL

(3) NL,; (curre.ted NL)

(4) T4. I (intt; turbine ttIrnptraturwe)

(5) TBT (Turbine blude ieroture-optk•ul pyron~t~r)

(6) CLP (vatfsviwr discborgt prefuro)

GWanetrYCkntri~fl

o HPC contrmls P3,1`0 1 hc uled an NHt I

o HIPT controls T4. A uchoeulc-d on PLA und t1

o LrPT controls P4. i/P I sihodleod on NHCI plus cooling rt-
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o A8 controls NLcI scheduled on NHl

o A18 controls P13/P1 scheduled on NHcI and T1

The f~uel control logic is shown in Figure 7-2 and the various schedules are
presented in Figure 7-3. The following limiter reference values have been

established

NHc - 105 percent of design

NL - 103 percent of design

NLc - 105 percent of design

CDP - 105 percent of design

TBr - (this mode was never exercised since the simulation

does not model metal temperature)

T4. 1 - 102.1 percent of design point

The geometry control logic is shown in Figure 7-4 and the various schedules
are presented in Figure 7-5.

Performance

The goal for the control was to provide optimul steady state performance and
"good" dynamic performance. Thos, consdieroble effort was expended to
develop a made that achieves maximum thrust and minimum SFC over the flight
envelope. The gains of the control loop were then adjusted to give good

dynamic response.

The steady state and dynamic response of the control at the following flight

conditions have been investigated.

o Static sea level
o Mach 1.2 at 500 ft. (152.4 meters)

o Mach . 75 at 36,089 ft. (11,000 meters)

o Mach 2.2 ot 36,089 ft. (1l1,000 meters)
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Maximum Thrust

The maximum thrust points for the four flight conditions were established with

the optimization procedure described in Section 5.0. The optimization on

thrust was accomplished without two constraints later imposed during the control

mode development. To ovoid fan surge during accelerations with hot inlet tempera-

tures, the duct nozzle minimum area was increased from 100 to 135 square inches.

In addition, evaluation -f the low pressure turbine cooling showed that the

minimum LPT setting )f .8 would not provide sufficient cooling at the upper

end of the temperature operating range. Generall, , the minimum setting at

maximum thrust will be 1.2 which yields a 3% to 5% reduction in the maximum

thrust when compared to the 0.8 minimum. A comparison of the maximum

steady state thrusts for the selected control mode and the optimal enpine set-up

for maximum thrust is given in Table 7-1.

In the two cases where the "optimal ' maximum thrust does not violate the new

constrain's on the du-t nozzle )r LPT setting, the proposed control mode pro-

vides more th'-n 99', of the )ptikol thrust. A- expected, the :ontrolled

parumetert (sped, ie'-tpcrufture and pressure) were very close to the optimal

and it wus gratitying to note thit the control voriubles (gearmetry positions)

olso were close to their uptimal settings which indlkates th,. 3ptlimul engine

condition is unique and cun be spucified in termý of gyomctry position or engine

pqrometers.

At static sea lcvel, the thrust achieved it almost within f ol the "optimal

eves though t'se optimal LPT setting of 0.8 cannot be achiecvd a€coute the

cooling requirem.nt neceiotat u highw index. The high LPT selting incrauses

the intet-turbine tomptfuture und crootes an wror in the HPT. The HPI clos

down (lous uirf low) to lowe the temperuture and to compensate for the highee

turbine ltffsulurc cre•ted by the higher tPT eltting. One should note that

the controlled paromoters ore near oplifrl evrt though the HPT arnd LPT had

to otwruM, Mon-opliol settinip and near moximum thfutt tws achiovod.
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Thrvus FIjzI Slow NL NH T4 IPC HPT LPT A8 AI8
Fliiht Comd;tio^ Made (Pecec*'!) (ýb/t) (Percem) LP,-rcenl) (Ppfcrý* n ie I'n• ,di• Imdf-, In? !n?

Opt 130.0 17, 36- 100 ')0 1.0 12' IC3 .8 233 135

Lq ; AP.! 98.9 16, '4t 100 100 IT 112 101 1. 17 229 141

Mac-. .73 Opt JO 9. 0  6,946 91 94 10' K1" J 116 .1 ')01 1318

Alt, 36,089 Ft APSI 97.8 6,907 92 94 100 I11 108 1.26 193 135

Ma c 
$ 1.? 2 11)0, 9 21,812 98 73 100 109 I1 1.2 245 219

Al 500 F APSI 99,A 21,/63 9? 93 IA0.) 1T3 112 1.2 2 .i 2',1

Mach 2.2 Opt '00.0 16,919 I0 100 100 120 108 1. 12 279 188

Alt -36, C89 Ft APSI 99.2 16,7/0 oo to00 t00 120 106 1.20 283 208

Table 7-1 Maximum Thtust Comparison

At . 75/36K, the cooling requirement does not allow the optimal .8 LPT index

and the optimal duci area of 108 in. 2 cannot be obtained because the minimum

area wos raised to 135 in. 2 to prevent fan surge. Therefore the maximum thrust

is 2.3% less than the optimal. As in the previous case, the HPT reduced the

HPT airflow capability to offset the higher temperature created by the LPT

setting. However, there is no other geometry to make up for the limits on the

duct nozzle and thus the optimal duct pressure was not obtained.

Minimum sic

Normalized sfc vs. thrust for the four flight conditions is plotted ;n Figure 7-6 olong.

with the "optim-al" volues. As discussed eorlier, a critical step in uchieving the

optimal sic is the e"tnblishment of the T4.1 temperature vs. PLA schedule

for the HPT. Some uning'*of the HPT schodule wQs done. at Outic sou level,

but nD adjustment in the initial schedule wos made Qt the other flight conditions.

"The ubil.ty to ottoin nout optimal AIc over u wide trujor of flight conditions

h2 bown der•.titrot•d by this control.

The dyw•nic re-pormte presenttd here de•manstrues tht o properly chosen control

made detignod W give opi.",wM steady stake pwfofunco con oalo yield good
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dynamic response. Nc attempt has been made to optimize the transient behavior

of the control and only gain changes have been made to pruvide stability. It

is felt that more complex frequency domain compensation (filtering) could

improve the dynamic response of the system. However, this "tuning' of the

control should be attempted after a better definition of the hardware is

1 2 V I/ WW'
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incorporated into the digital engine simulation.

The following transients are presented in Figures 7-7, 7-3 and 7- 16 through

7-24 for the four flight conditions.

Accelerations

o Idle to Intermediate power

o Idle to part power (85%)

o Port power (30%)to port power (85%'a)

o Part power (30"Yo) to Intermediate

Decelerc.tions

o Intermediate to Idle

In each case, the throttle movement was a uniform rate for I second. The

transictirs will be discussed in detail in the following sections with special

errmphasis or. the static ;oa level case which presently is envisioned for JTD

test stand operation.

Sea Level Static

The responwe of the engine and control to u full throttle accelerotion (Idle to

lnterrneidote power) ii showt, in Figure 7-7. The response is typical of today's

high perfornince engines in which thO fuwl cotirol VperiW1Cc•s multiple

[irittfu before reaching stoady Otute ptrfornince. For the firtt .tecond, the

fuel control i4 on thr ucc¢erotion sOrjduIe •nd then -witches to the tpeed

gqoveirnw mdc for the ne41r scond. At the O witkever point, there i% t short

droop in the tutkl ikdw crused by the dy nuflics itvolvod in switchi.ng ftor" the limiter

I'C rhe vovtefwfr N4i 4hnt~r is "ted by the puiv dy"Utle.5c wid thle type 01

retet oft the dayrnor intoguIor, which will b6 shown tqt-r. At up•"Aimnttly two

vcoand&, the NL limiter be"m" doorninunt for OPPMo1i0tely I secofd Uit

which the ptimiury ,orgiv Wi op~ooch-d itu Ooa.cdy 5st•t vulue end hus conlr!o

Of Nt. Thle A8 contrl gift 1.UUiot bV MiUed 10 iMPWavC t)V g0on4tfy ContfOl

-12
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of NL because of stability. The interaction of the fuel control NL limiter and

the primary nozzle control makes analysis and dynamic compensation of the pri-

mary nozzle difficult. There is also coupling between the primary nozzle and

the HPT control since the A8 control loop stability increases when the HPT

is fixed. A more concentrated effort in this area is planned when a better

definition of the nozzle actuation dynamics and the engine components for

the JTD testing is available for the simulation.

At approximately 3 seconds, the T4.1 limiter becomes dominant for about 3

,. ,,,k pinri ar which rhe limiter engages and the amount of T4 overshoot

is mainly a function of the lag in the T4.1 thermocouple. The thermocouple

has been compensated to reduce the effective lag to 0.2 seconds at static sea

level intermediate power flow levels. In addition to degrading the fuel T4.1

limiter, the thermocouple lag greatly affects the HPT control loop. The HPI

initially opens up because it thinks the engine is undertemperature because of

the iag. This drives T4 overtemperature even more and providing an adverse

effect on the ability of the turbine to accelerate the high speed rotor (!H).

However, it will be shown later that the opening of the HPT improves the surge

margin of the engine during the crucial initial phase cof the transient. After

, seconds, the steady state thrust condition Ivs been achieved and the final

portion of the transient allows some of the geometry to reach their final values

with minimum effect on the thrust.

It should be noted that adequate surge margins ore maintained throughout

the transient and the compressor surge margin does not drop below the final

4teady state value for irtermediote ttru-st.

Accelerations for the four throttle motions given above are show" in Figure 7-8.

The only dIgnificont observation after looking at these other conditions is the

7-15
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fact that the compressor surge margin dropped to 10t% during the idle to part

power (90%) acceleration. ?"is was caused by two factors.

First, the acceleration schedule (Wf/P 3 ) was not reached and the AP/P limiter

came into effect to avoid compressor surge. The acceleration schedule could be

"tuned" to yield more surge margin. Continued evaluation of the AP/P I;miter

will dictate if additional adjustment is required. In addition, ihe HPT did

not move much initially and thus there was little surge mnrgin relief provided

by the HPT.

The deceleration for static sea level is shown in Figure 7-9. No problem with

deceli itions is expected with the proposed control mode.

Since conditioned air is not expected for the JTD testing, the inlet temperatures

may vary from 00 F to I0OOF during the tests. Figure 7-10 present the idle to

intrnmediate accelerations over this temperature range. Nothing unusual

was seen in these transients alt.nough some adjustment of the acceleration schedule

at 00 F may be required to preservc surge margin.

Another feature expected during the JTD testing is on investigation of VP/P

surge control as a substituion for the normal Wf/P3 acceleration schedules.

This will be accomplished by moving the Wf/P 3 schedule "out-of-the-way"

and allowing the aP/P limiter to protect the compressor from surge. A com-

parison of the Wf/P3 controlled uccelerotion and on acceleration where the

Wf/P3 accelerution sckedule was moved to yield only %P/P surge control is

shown in Figure 7- i I. The thrust response b-iifits of AP/P surge control seenm

negligible and the penaltres in surge -norgin are high. This occurs because no

limiting control of fuel is created until surge is close. It can be seen that

surge changes rapidly and a very fast control will be required to utilize only a P/P

effectively. Thi, will requira a high intwution rute if 0 digital control is

7-16
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used and a fast pump and metering system to respond to the fuel command.

Further investigation of AP/P surge control (with and without Wf/P3 Acceleration

Schedules) is expected since It does tie surge control more directly to the compressor

and should be less sensitive to engine variations.

Early in the "open loop" or.ometry control mode studies, it was noted that

the type of control used for the HPT hc d a large impact on the nature of the

transient behavior of the entire control system. The HPT control is also im-

portant to the transient behavior of the "closed loop" control mode as seen

in the comparison between acceleration with the selected mcde and the same

mode with a fixed HPT shown in Figure 7-12. With a fixcd HPT, the response

is much smoother since the thrust, temperature, and speed overshoots qre

reduced. However, 100/% thrust is achieved approximately 2 seconds faster

with the variable tu,bine even though some droop accurs after full thrust is

achieved. The faster response is obtained with a significant increusa in

Ce,,,ressor surge margin. The r'.spowse also sugge* s a significant coupling

between the primary nozzle and the hPT si ice the A8 loop is very stable with

a fixed HP turbinc. Thus, t•, wr~kt# s•rbine "buys" foster response with

improved surge margin at the expense o-, gre.&teo tfepeature excursions and

more complex stability problems.

Many control gaini and hardwo'e 'Jynarmic were voried to determine the

relative stability of the control. The re-ult trom smo) of the more interesting

variations ore preteotod in Figur" 7- 13 through 7- 15 for 6%ungot in iuel control

92venor gain, intogrutor roes-it limits, aund pump dynamics, rciaotivaly.

In additioe to reducing 14c ý.tuab|ity of the fuel control, .cro•eing the intogrul

gain of the goveroor tmruco the thrust drojU doehot) when the control i4

on the T4.1 lin.ter. A rdouction in the rutio of govern-r proportionol gain Zo
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int-aral gain smooths the trailsition from the acceleration schedule to the

ecvernor loop and from the NL limiter loop to the governor loop. However,

the reduction increases the initial thrust overshoot end initial thrust and

temperature undershoots -is shown in Figure 7- 13.

A small pmrov•riefil ;ri Ike ihrust response time was obtained by iimiting

tn" minimum output of the governor integrator as seen in Figure 7-14. The

cost of the improvement includes larger temperature overshoot, Iess surge

margin jnd more fue:l used. The use of limits may also be attractive in a

digital mechanization to aid the .clinn.

A fixed set of pump dynamics was used in the simulation for simplicity even

th1ough the pump dynamics may vary with flow rate. To investigate this

",-irability with the proposed control mode, ieveral different time constants

for the pump were util,zed to generate the response¶ shown in Figure 7-15.

In addition to reducing the stobility of the fuel control, the increased pump

timei constant effects the switchover to the acceleration schedule ut the be-

ginninq of the transient which reduces the surge morgin of the system. From

these retsults, it is obvious thOt it is detiroble to hold the pump lag to less

twn 0. 1 soconds. This potential pmoblem rvqvires continued -lvoluotion as the

Imlvlat~on is revi5cd to rflvct the true rvrdwufot nd moy cvwe roquire somt.

5yciol ýotdpvtalo winiilut to that vaod with thertnacoupic loqý if the

pump log it lurge.

Much 2.2 at 36,089 Fft. (11, U0-m)

Thet trarniito remsponses. al this condition ore very well 6cdhavod us seen ina

1-16 thrv~jh /- 16. Tho tcdlvfoiotin %chtivlv contfols Ithe fitst 1-1/2

.e;Loncds of tOw truntiont and thr. 14.1 li"Oter it dm~on ir It up xmakjly

3-5 wridi Into tht tgn~i~'qnl. TIlia ovowt~ v-'-ntfals tlwt fuel ot oll Olise.
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times. The tact thot the prirmajry nozzle is already at the minimum stop and

an ippreciuble error in NL for the AB loop exists at idle forces the primary

to remain at the minimum during the initiol record of the tranmient. This

retards the acceleration of the fan (NL) ana keeps the fuel governor off the

NL limiter and produces a better transient response. This information may

be useful in future studies of the primary nozzle loop cit static sea level.

Mach 1.2 ot 500 Ft. (152 meters)

The most significant feature of the accelerations was the limiting of the

secondary nozzle travel to avoid fan .,urge. A minimum area of 135 sq. in.

for the duct nozzle was established to prevent fan surge. Compressr surge

margin is no problem and the accet-ration schedule is not enacted during

the trcansient. The only engine lirits reached at intermediate power are T4.1

and P3. The HPC controls the compresior discharge pressure accurate enugh

to prevent any overshoot in P3 and thus the P3 limiter in the fuel control is not

exercised. The refore, only the governor and T4.1 limiter are eAercised during

thle idle to interryiediute p.awer ucLClerution shown in Figure 7- 19 and the other

ucclerations s3wti in Figur, 7-21.

Much .75 a t 36,089 Ft. (1 1,000 _rtter%)

The cold input yo,, thi rmOst chillgiiig of the flight condition ielecttsd to

cttubliýh i •orkgbic ucceicrution a-. dul• totJ in tho develoPm"t of tho

tu~rl control. It waf ukl nocir.ary to .edu thih tuel control gains tignific•ntly

,jt rhiw flight cunditiuc, tu uat.hi~ve sstbilily. ihv yvnlintor gains might be

ilirminatd by thv uve ot ".';P 3 inftw.u of Wj In thi govvcnoa uni limitet.)

The tirlt poblcim with tht ;ClerutiOi chejul4 •4urig :i n idlo to inhomniutv

Powv- Uý;.elefufion i-. 5hONf1 ift i~~figur 7-22 4s pficr evin) 3dtrquote surq% m~rgin.

tor the g~výolrt, thc ýui-Je flu.9i41 dJop k•rom ,•-vl ý pvrfi.i1, to QbWut 10 pefcet
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in less t•. •I" milliseconds before the acceleration schedule takes control.

This rapid decrease in surge margin is too fast for the present LP/P surge

control to compensate. ,hus, either a very fast A P/P loop or on acceleration

schedule is required at this flight condition. The lower gains and more

siringent acceleration schedule required to maintain surge margin make the

initial occele.ution very slow compared to the other flight conditions. First,

the corrected NL limiter and later the T4. I limiter reduce the fuel flow which

create tNo reductions in NH and a corresponding drop in the Wf,/P3 permitted

by the acceleration schedule. If this drop is too great, the sp.-od continues

to decrease and the engine decelerates instead of accelerating. The decelera-

tion is aided by the opening of the HPT because T4. I decreases. Thus the

acceleration schedule must be low enough to prevent surge, but not too low

to prevent full acceleration of the engine. It may be advisable to tacrifice

optimal steady state performunce and eshtblish a new operating line to allow

more flexibiiity in the occ•lration schedule.

A series of occeltrution ore shown in Figure 7-23 that display the vame char-

acteristics discussed above. Tih decele(rtion shown in Figure 7-24 indicates

no problwft in tihis thunsiont mowe.
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8.0 BACKUP CONTROL MODE

In the event of a failure in the primary controller, it is desirable that the

engine control automatically revert to a secondary or backup ccntrol. For

economy and reliability, it is desirable to keep the backup control as simple

as possible. Two different criteria were considered. The simplest would only

provide safe operation for a fly-homne capability with emphasis on law SFC at

cruise condition. The second would provide for at least 90% thrust capability

in accordance with MIL-E-5007D.

The backup system is simplified by reducing the number of controlled geometry

voriables to a minimum and fixing the remaining geometry in a fail-safe

position. The electrical/mechanical design of -',ch geometry wouid auto-

matically provide fail-safe operation by automoti'.ally positioning the geometry

in the des;red position when the primary controller fails. Potential failures

other than the primary controller (i.e., actuators, pump, etc.) would also have

to be considered in accordance with the probability of such - failure.

The high pressure compressor (HPC) is the only geometry that mvst be variable

by design sin.e the basic surge margin )f the HPC is obtained by varying the

vanes. All other geometry can remrin fixed with different effects on the

Itansient respcise and maximum thruOt of the engine. The following two cuses
were studied.

o Nominal Pevffraunce Fixed Goometry

Fun 100 index

HPC iurge contrul Varied vs corfecttd sped per design

HPC flow cctrol ~1:0, index

HPI 10 index

LPT M- ximum cooling air roquiuemtnt

8i-I



Primary Nozzle = -80 square inches

Secondary Nomzle - 220 square inches

0 Maximum Thruf "ixed Geometry

Fan = 100 index

HPC surge control = varied vs corrected speeu per Jesign

HPC flow control = I i 2 index

HPT position = 102 index

LPT position = o •imum c ,ig air requirement

Primary nozzle = 230 square inches

Secondary nozzle = 135 square inches

The nominal performance fixed cometry represents the average or mean value

of the various geometry positions observed over the thrust rang- for -.,.ic sea

level conditions. The one exception is tf-e geometry setting for the low pressure

turbine (LPT) which wvs sv# 'o the maximum turbine temperature cooling air

requirement to pýAoect t,.e turbine stators. The maximum thrust configuration

represents the gaometry requirements for 100% tOAust ot static sea level (standard

day) conditions.

The steady-stote reiponse for the following tlttee H'light condition- we.e con-

5idored

o Stotic seo level

o Mach 1. 2 at =0 foot oititude

o Moush 2.2 at 36,089 Wfo uh0tuae

The 5fc curves for the f its two cwes ore sKown in Fixre 8-I.

Tke following wncluuionu were dtown for the nominul fortiunce ixeHA
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o Approximately 90% of maximum thrust was obtained at static sea

level.

o Utilization of nominal fixed geometry resulted in a 5% sacrifice

in sfc in the mid-thrust range at static sea level conditions.

o A higher thrust level was achieved at Mach 1.2 and 500 foot

altitude with this configuration than with the maximum thrust

configuration defined below.

o The uffect on sfc was acceptable in the upper thrust range with

this configuration at Mach 1. 2 at 500 feet.

The following conclusions were drawn fir the maximum thrust configuration:

o Maximum thrust was achieved at static sea level.

o The SFC at static sea level was increased by 12% in the mid-

thrust range with this configuration.

o Only 85% of maximum thrust was obtained at Mach 2.2 and 36,087

foot altitude.

o Fan surge margin was reduced to less than 10°%6 at Mach 1.2

and 500 foot altitude.

o The sfc was de.,aded by 10% with this configuration at Mach 1. 2

at 500 feet.

Further study of the data revealed that the major factor in loss of thrust and

fan surge margin was the fixed secondary nozzle area, Thus, the secondary

nozzle was varied according to the optimal geometry position control laws

schedule for the fully variable engine. The nominal performance configuration

obtained nearly maximum thrust for static sea level and Mach 1.2 at 500 foot

altitude as did the maximum thrust configuration. The fan surge margins for

8-4



the maximum thrust configuration returned to near the levels obtained with

a fully variable geometry engine.

This study indicates that "fly-home" performance can be obtained by fixing

ali the geometry other than the HPC. However, such a system will probably

fall short of the specification requirement of 90% thrust with the backup control

over the entire flight envelope. To achieve maximum or near maximum dry

thrust over the entire flight envelope and acceptable fan surge margin, the

HPC and secondary (duct) nozzle must be variable.

Backup System

To continue the development of a backup control for the JTD, ;t has been

assumed that the requirements of MIL-E-5007D with respect to maximum thrust

must be met. Thus, the backup system must provide control of the following:

"o HPC surge control geometry

"o Duct nozzle area

"o Fuel flow

The HPC surge control geometry requirements are dictated by the compressor

design. The geometry must be positioned as a function of corrected NH and the

"ideal" schedule has been assumed in the generation of the component maps.

As far as the JTD simulation is concerned, the cur'rol designer has no flexibility

in changing the "ideal" schiedule.

Several options are availoble for the control of the secondary or duct nozzle.

Thu primary control mode could be used or the engine could be reoptimized

with the other geometry fixed and a new control mode developed. However,

a simpler control mode that would achieve nemrly optimum thrust vw.s sought

to reduce the complexity (and cost) of the backup control. The urea could not

he scheduled on PLA because different A18 oraus ore roquirod ut intermldiate

8-5



power to achieve at least 90% power. Near maximum thrust can be assured

if the duct nozzle area is a function of the flight condition or more practically

-- inlet temperature. This criteria also eliminates the fan surge problem noted

with a fixed duct nozzle. Thus, the duct nozzle is scheduled as a function of

inlet temperature to achieve near maximum thrust.

The fuel control will be a major factor in the dynamic response of the engine.

A successful manual or backup fuel control utilized on the TF41 engine schedules

fuel flow as a function of PLA and P2.1 as shown in Figure 8.2. Operating

lines for several flight conditions are plotted on a graph of Wf vs. P2.1. The

specification requirement of 90% thrust is achieved by constructing the "schedule"

for intermediate thrust (PLA = 95 degrees) that intersects all the operating

lines at points representing a thrust above 90% as shown in Figure 8-2.

Additional PLA lines are drawn to yield reasonably linear thrust response on

the backup control.

Combining the three control loops described above yields the backup control

system shown in Figure 8-3. All the other geometry will move to the pre-determined

"fail-safe" position at o fixed rate established to uchieve a smooth 6ronsition to

backup. The fail-sufe positions and foil rotes established in this study are

Geometry Foil-Sofe Position Foil-Rute

HPC flow 120 10 units/sec

HPT 102 4 units/su

LPT 1.25 .2 units.seC

A8 260 sq. in. 5U in. 2/ser

Figatot 8-4 and Figure 8-5 show the tromfer from primury control to buckup

durin stoutdy sto9e operotion at intermAdiote Power and port-power for se

level static conditions. At intermediate powtv, the fhliust drops appoiimately

8-6
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4% when the backup control assumes control of the engine. The thrust drop

is slightly more at the part power position selected. Switchover to backup

during a transient is more demanding on the backup mode since no limiters

exist in this mode to protect the engine. Figures 8-6 and 8-7 show that the

backup proposed here also works well when switchover occurs during an accel-

eration. Also shown is the drastic difference in response created by simulating

a failure at different times during the transient. If the switchover occurs early

in the transient (within the frst second), the response apprmimates the accel-

eration of the backup system which can be characterized by a single lag with

a 4 to 5 second time constant. However, if the switchover occurs near or

during the period when the normal response is on one of the limiters, larger

overshoots and a faster backup response can be expected. In the cases in-

vestigated to date, none of the engine constraints were seriousl[ violated

during the switchover. This point requires continued attention as better engine

definition is obtained since the backup control has no "limiters" and relies on

its slower response to protect the engine during trunsients.
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9.0 CONTROL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPT

An analysis was made of the total computational requirements necessary to

cchieve control of the various engine functions on an augmented fully variable

geometry engine and the interrelated logic of assuring proper sequencing of

each function. Additional considerations of integrated propulsion control,

airframe control interface requirements, and condition monitoring requirements

were also evaluated. These complex system requirements can most readily be

met, on a cost effective basis, through the utilization cf a full authority digital

electronic controller. Current developments in digital controllers and inter-

face circuits suitable for engine control show great promise of continuing the

evolution into more reliable and lower cost assemblies. Therefore, the control

system implementation effort has beer. directed toward a reprogrammable full

authority digital control system suitable for engine mounting. This approach

provides for maximum flexibility for control mode changes during engine

development and modifications during production. Study effort has been

directed toward a detailed conceptual definition of the digital controller. This

assembly will include not only the central data processor, but also input/output

circuitry, some engine sensors and transducers, power conditioning circuitry,

and all engine control logic. These studies include computer capacity, re-

dundancy considerations, self-test, and failure mode characteristics.

Preliminary studies have been conducted to determine the best approach in

achieving adequate redundancy or backup for critical functions. The studies

are based upon backup control functional requirements and mode selection

described in Section 8.0. Hydromechanical systems, dual channel controllers,

time sharing of computers between engines, redundancy of prime control loops

within the controller, or a simplified electronic backup controller are some of

9-1
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the approaches considered. The nature of transfer of control from the prime

controller to the backup to assure safe, surge-tree operation is a prime con-

sideration in selecting backup implementation.

Overall System Concept

The overall control system functions are shown on the functional block diagram

of Figure 9- 1. The system consists of the following functional subsystems:

"o Digital Electronic Controller

"o Gas Generator Fuel System - This consists of the fuel pump, flow

control element and the necessary auxiliary components for the main

fuel system. The objective is to minimize the number of components

necessary for fuel control and take full advantage of current pump

development efforts.

The centrifugal vapor core pump with an auxiliary retractable vane

pump for starting flows is defined for the preliminary concept. The

metering valve pressure drop control is performed by the pump

control elements to obtain a minimum number of control elements.

"o Hydraulic Actuators for Compressor Geometry Control - The actuators

for compressor stator vanes for acceleration surge control and airflow

matching are a part of the main fuel system, with hydraulic pressure

supplied by the main fuel pump.

"o Pneumatic Actuators - Four air motor actuators are required for the

hot section of the engine. Air motor drives are utilized for both

H.P. turbine stator vane and L.P. turbine jet flop controls, and

both the primary and secondary nozzle orcas.

"o Electrical Power Oersoration and Regulation - A permanent magnet

9-2
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generator and voltage regulator is a part of the system with additional

power conditioning required as part of the electronic controller

package.

* Sensors and Interfaces - Pressure sensors are included as part of the

electronic controller package and cooled as part of the electronic

cooling load. Position sensors and devices to effect electro-hydraulic

or electro-pneumatic interfaces are generally considered with the

geometry effector as a specific component. Sensors for the engine

rotor speeds and temperatures will be mounted as convenient on the

engine or control components.

o Backup Control - In the preliminary definition, the backup control

is a separate analog electronic package. Separate cooling and

power supply are provided with the control electronics.

Redundancy Considerations

Redundancy definition will be the result of future trade studies and reliability

analysis. The osic philosophy to be implemented is one of achieving the required

reliability with a minimum number of parts.

The backup control is o major redundant element but is simplified as much as

possible to "ymjintoin safe operation of the aircraft under pilot supervision.

Generally, it is considered that electrohydraulic and electropneumotic inter-

faces sho,'ld consist of redundant elements. Here the philosophy is that if one

element foils, it will be detected by the diugnostic system in the digital computer

and transfer mode to the second element and nornml full operation continued.

Redundant position feedback elements will be eliminated where possible bused

on mode (closed loop) considerations and the probability of somewhat deteriorated

but scfe backup performance. Critical sensors will huve redundnt elements.

9-4
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These can be held to a minimum by utilizing the power of the digital computer

to synthesize engine pressures and temperatures from measured operating con-

ditions. Aircraft sensors or sensors associated with the engine monitoring systems

can also provide some redundancy through the interface communication links

of the digital electronic controller.

Failure Detection and Transfer

The failure detection is a part of the self-test and diagnostic features of the

controller software. It should be noted from a systems concept that failure

detection applies to both the primary digital computer and the backup control.

Of significant importance to system considerations is the transfer from the primary

control to the backup control. Since the primary mode is considerably different

from the backup mode, the output requests could cause severe transients during

transfer if provision are not made in the design. This study has shown that

limiting the actuator rates during the transition is sufficient to avoid severe

geometry transients. fn addition, the pump and metering dynamics provide

sufficient filtering to smooth the fuel flow transient even if switchover and

back-up occurs during an acceleration transient (see Figures 8.4 through 8.7).

9-5



Full Authority Digital Electronic Controller

The electronic controller is conceptually designed as a flightweight engine

mounted configuration having capability for total engine control. Figure

9-2 illustrates in block diagram form the JTD Digital Controller concept. The

principal components included in the controller are the printed circuit boards

which contain the input/output signal conditioning, digital computer-memory

section, power condition circuitry, and the engine pressure transducer module.

A pictorial exp!oded-view representation of the proposed design showing the

various component features is shown in Figure 9-3.

The control assembly incorporates fuel cooling of the electronic components

to enable operation in the hostile thermal environment encountered in engine

mounting.

Cooling fuel is distributed to parallel flow channels i', the controller housing

walls. The cooling fuel supply line enters an inlet manifold in the control

housing that distributes the flow equally. An outlet manifold is included to

collect the fuel at the discharge. Conductive metal heat paths are built into

each printed circuit card module and into the power supply and pressure trans-

ducer assemblies. The heat paths are formed by including an aluminum or a

copper grid in each printed circuit cord module and by using aluminum mounting

frames for the power supply and the pressure transducer assemblies. High power

electrical components ore mounted in intimate contact with the hoet paths.

The seff-generateld heat is conducted away from the conmonents to the fuel

cooled walls of the housing assembly.

The housing assembly is designed to mount to the engine case on vibration

dampers. The spring rote of the mounts and the percectoge of critical donmping

9-6
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will be adjusted to produce the best possible protection for the components, of

the controller.

The controller design includes features which minimize cost and time required

to perform testing, troubleshooting, and replacement rind repair of component

subassemblic.-. The electronic unit utilizes modulcr construction and plug-in

subassemblies.

Electrical Power Generation

The generator which supplies the electrical power for engine controls is an

advanced, thermally efficient unit, Its design is based upon the concept of

combining th-e best features of the conventional permanent magnet alternator

(PMA) with those of the homoipolar induction alternator (HIA). Regulation of

the output is accomplished oy controlling field current via a switching type

regulator. As a result, the alternator delivers oniy the power required by the

electrical load. When compared to conventional PMA's, heat dissipation in

the rectifier/regulator system is reduced by 50%)/ to 90%, depending upon the

percent of rated electrical load connected. The alternator is driven by the

acce-,ry gear box ut approximately 28,000 rpm at 100% engine speed. It has

no brushes or slip rings, and magnets of high coercive force mattrial such as

~aaturnrfr cobalt ure used. In thc- event of electrical fiulure of the alternator,

an uutoritutir. truniik-r %y~cem shift) the engine electricul loads to the aircruft

bo A seporat_- PM(. winding ind rtgvlutor tof the bickup control will be

pruvidtxd.

In %iddition to tht DC output tot ten~ne c"introks. thei ulterwjto, wupplie.% two

ind~opcndvot, wild frequcncy AC outputý to ene~gize thie vrngine ignition

(.ý Gianvuro FuvI _S-tcf

Acunncept of~ thr i~tul JbIl )ysf~tvmi~ show Figiure. 9-4 in block di~grarm

%OetnU1Ltc oi'm. Thit diogrum iohow- Ow~ fucl Olow potha und nocesiury inter-
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connections between units as presently structured. The major fuel system

components ore shown as separate schematics for clarity of presentation. A

part of future study relating to maintainuibility, survivability, and reliability

will consist of considerations of unifying packages or using separate packages

to define the best system concept.

Fuel Pumping System

The preferred fuel pump configuration results from an Air Force funded effort

(Contract No. 33657-73-C-0618) in conjunction with Chandler Evans Company.

Such a pump, referred to as the retracting vane/vapor core pump is shown in

Figure 9-5.

4ý rN"& . --. siar'•iny pump
-%d , -r core pUMO

"V40, core outlet
$W~ tInettoW-v~t DUMD

/ l~
/ / 'hi~ 1  Int el thnollp

""Vjn I i &Jlgl iutl

Figure 9-5 OvIructing Vunt/ VaW Coev Fuvi Putii, As-wtbly
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The principal advantage accruing from the use of this pump is low heat rise,

leaving a greater fuel heat sink capacity available for ancillary cooling. Low

heat rise is effected by means of inlet throttling the vapor core pump to create,

in effect, a variable displacement pump, servo regulated to hold a constant

presurte difterential across the metering element.

The retracting vane element constitutes a fixed positive displacement pump

suitable for providing engine requirements at starting conditions. In order to

avoid excess capacity at operating speeds, the pumping vzznes retract before reaching

engine idle speed, lecving the engine running on the vapor core pump.

Gas Generator Fuel Control

The gas generator fuel control shown schematically as Figure 9-6 consists of a

flat surface sliding metering valve, with head control by the variable pressure

pump, a cotoff/pressurizing valve, a servo pressure regulator, a wush filter,

and an uutormutic control to divide flow between the primary and secondary fuel

rnozzles.

When the power lever is nrvvod fromn cutoff, the cutoff solenoid is energized and

opens whenever pump pressue is sufficiant to ove-come the presurizing v-ilve

spring. Initial oy, flow is through the primary bumner nozzles. As flow mncreasei,

Nozzle tvesrurs incrwie6 und the Wring k.oded volve stOrts to opn ollowing

incrt*%ing flow to the Secon'dary rozzles.

The mete.ing volve is poitifoned by u torquemotor controllwd stvo. Vulva

position is fed back to the coewwate by o signal from on LVDT. Actuotion

Pect•use tv move the ftering vulve is peovidod by u fwvo wovewre rwgukttor.

Poitaion of the meering vulva yieldi o flow orto. The khed ocrots tht aroQ is

pto v J by Owe Iue pump~ control rmwc-nim. Tho Flow 1% pwqottioi~l lo t~he

urto Wmutipliod by the sqave •rot of tPh heod. Accuracy othi 5 flow mweter tI"



Cit C Y'. M2'D A!T?4f IN~ VALVE

MrT(RIN~ vAlv

I *. - -j) -- -Wf Secondary Nozzles
-~~Wf Primrary Nozzles

I --w~j AP u k-VP CONTROL

1AF 7 , IN(ý VA'-VE

INLET SCRU~
;R1455UPt REGULATOR

F~u~ 9- Gas Generator Fvel Contirol

Poitiorn Lony tion. the~ m~cring v~ilve pasili4;-M i rd "'c FO( dynomic

compowuon 0 ntpdwd und icor -.*If-ie 5/diaignoic pwout

Flow no-easu&ent it nowr 6ar li,;Ik ofi, a minimumn How limwit viqmckioly

ot oliuo Ja oFrawximiwdn limit on Htow bin ev 0 go ow

Qtolully Or wtwliIy). MAL,* cantriol. ýOwwvw$ , 1;ckw.- loop on tn ogn
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variable or varidoles.

The metering valve 'onsists of o flat plate with the metering crifice cut into

the plate. A second flat plate slides over the orifice. The rmetering head

loads the movable plate against the orifice plate.

Compressor Geometry Act--ators

Fuel pressure hydraulics is probably the r-ost suitable medium for operating

the high pressure compressor variable geometry. The actuator is comprised

of a hydraulic cylinder for force exertion, a torque motor servo v.lve for flow

control, and an LVDT for p ion feedback. Since compressor geometry is

one of the parameters in .'),- ,,ck-up control mode, the torquemotfr servo

must be fitted with double magnetic coils for the sake of redundancy.

Figure 9-7 shows a conceptual arrangement of the, compressor geometry

actuation mechanism. As shown, two points ot cctuation are involved; one

for scheduling compressor stators to maintain suitable surge margin designated,

surge control actuator, and one for shifting gain and position of all stators to

optimize the compressor for engine flow demand.

These two compressor actuators are operated by the digital controller with

LVDT feedback signals used to complete each individual control loop.

Pneumatic Actuation Systems

Actuation of gas turbine engine variable geumetry systems can be effectively

controlled by the use of high speed pneumatic gear motors using engine com-

pressor discharge air. The use of high speed pneumatic motors with slew speeds

of 10,000 to 25,000 rpm in conjunction with high ratio transmissions of 200:1

to 1500:1 have been used successfully. This combination provides adequate

pneumatic system stiffne4s. The pneumatic systems permit operation in higher
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-GE CONTROL A

:1FIOW DEMAND ACTUATOR•-

Figure 9-7 Compressor Geometry Actuation Concept

temperature environment than can be obtained with hydraulic (fuel or oil)

systems with less expense and weight than would be required to provide hydraulic

pressure and cooling.
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Air motor drives have been selected for power source for mechanical actuators

for the turbines and exhaust nozzles. Figure 9-8 illustrates the turbine control

configuration and Figure 9-9 the ex.it nozzle configuration. Both systems use

a pneumatic motor control un't which accepts command signals from, and provides

a position feedback electrical signal to, the engine digital control. The input

electrical interface is a flat armature (dry type) torquemotor to operate the gear

motor air valve controlling direction of compressor discharge air to the high

speed gear motor. The feedback electrical interface is a resolver driven by gear

motor rotation through a high reduction feedback transmission. The schematics

include a proportional mechanical feedback mechanism that will on electrical

failure provide a predetermined failure position for the system output.

The pneumatic motor control unit is connected to the system actuators by dual

flexible drive cables to a primary actuator, which is in turn connected to

multiple secondary actuators by flexible loop cables. This type of arrangement

permits location of the pneumatic motor control and individual actuatorz I.

remote positions and through rigging allows synchronous operation. The actuators

provide the bulk of gear reduction from motor rotation to output rotation which

permits the use of minimum size drive cables.

Turbine Geometry

Schematic Figure 9-8 indicates th3 system be used for turbine geometry

actuation concept for both the high pressure and low pressure turbInes. The

motor control valve in this case can be operated directly from the torquemotor.

The primary actuator uses a face gear driven by the dual input cables to drive a

planocentric high ratio transmission which in turn rotutes an output eccentric

less than 120' to provide a relatively linear output stroke. The secondary

actuotors are identical to the planocentric stage of the primary actuator. The

output links are attached to the synchronizing ring or jet flop valve to providp
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the coordinated stroke and force required.

Systems of this type are currently being developed under Navy contract

N000140- 76-C-0205.

Primary and Secondary Exit and Duct Nozzle Area

Schematic Figure 9-9 illustrates the actuation system required for gas generator

exhaust nozzle or fan exhaust nozzle systems. The power and stroke requirement

will be considerably larger thcn for the turbine actuator requirements resulting

in 10 to 20 times greater motor displacement. In this case, it will be necessary

to use a two stage control valve for the motor. The first stage of the valve will

be similar to that used on the small actuctor and will operate the second stage

with a force feedback to null the fit t sthge. The primary actuator will again

be driven by dua-l drive cables. The secondary actuators will be driven by loop

cables from the primary. A right angle gear reduction on the order of 10:1 will

be used in each actuator to drive a ball screw to provide the relatively long

stroke requirements. The translating plug primary exhaust nozzle actuator system

is of a similar configuratit' wlth the ball screw actuator within the plug housing.

Sensor and Transducer Implementation

The sensors required for implementating the preliminary control mode fall into

the categories of temperature, pressure, position and speed sensing. Figure 9-10

shows the concept of system implementation of sensors and transducers for a full

authority digital controller. Preliminary studies of the full authority digital

electronic control system have resulted in the following sensor requirements and

preliminary selections.
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Tempera ture Sensors

Parameter Rang e Type

TI Engine Inlet -65 to 400°F Resistance Probe

T4.1 L.P. Turbine Inlet 0 to 2700'F Thoriated Platinum vs.
Gas Stream (Avg) Pt 40% Rh Thermocouple

TBT H.P. Turbine Blade 1200 to 1800OF Optical Pyrometer

The resistance probes are plctinum sensors. Two of these probes are utilized

tc provide redundancy.

The T4. ' is a single input signal which is the average From a thermocouple

harness interconnecting opproximately ten thoriated platinum vs. platinum 40%,,

rhodium thermocuuples For an accurate average gas stream temperature. This

thermocouple configuration was developed under Air Force contract

No. F33615-74-C-2069 by Engelhard Industries for comrpatibility with the DDA

JTD engine.

Turbine blade temperature sensing will be accomplished by an optical pyrometer

,vsteni comprised of the optical head, flexible fiber optic light cable and he

silicon cedl uerector. The detector portion of the system which contains the

electronics, is to be accommodated in the electronic controller to achieve a

satisfactory thermal envibonment. The opticai lead will be of the aperture or

Icns type, incorporate puige ir, and view a selected target area of the H.P.

turbine blade to enable effective temperature limi'ling For turbine blade protection.

Individual and averuge peak blodc temperature signal processing is ptanned.

Figure 9-1H shows the installation of the 14.1 thertnocouples and optical pyrometer

head in the engine.
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Pressure Sensors

Pressure Sensed Location Sensor Range Accuracy Goal

PT1 Engine Inlet 0 to 50 psia + .05% FS to 20% FS
linearly increasing to
S.I % FS at 80% FS
i . I1% FS above 80% FS

PT13 Fan Duct 0 to 100 psia (Same as for PTI)

PT3 HP Compressor Outlet 0 to 400 psia t .05% FS

PT3-PS3 HP Compressor Outlet 0 to 40 psid 1 .05% FS

PT4.1 HP Turbine Outlet 0 to 100 psia 1 . 1% FS

PT7 Tailpipe 0 to 125 psia (Same as for PTI)

The preliminory response requirement for these pressure sensors is the equivalent

of 0.02 second time constant. The cbove accuracy goals are sensor accuracies

and do not include conversion errors. Conversion accuracies of ± 0. 1% FS are

expected. The requirement for redundancy of pressure sensing requires further

analysis based upon failure mode and effects considerations.

Preliminary conceptual design of the control system indicotes that the pressure

transducers should be integrated within the engine mounrte electronic control

package. This arrangement minimizes problems of EMC signal reliability, and

system simplicity. The electronic package thermal and mechanicol environment

also provides for maximum accuracy and reliability of pressure sensing.

Additionaliy, the prime responsibility of %ensing and electrical conversion is

embodied within one compdonent.

Position Sensors

In the preliminary implee.ntotion concept,L.V.D.T.'s will be used for genera-

tion of position signals on the following functions: Core Nozzle Arco (A8), Fun
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Nozzle Arexi (.418), Compressor Stator Arec (AHPC), L.P. Turbine A.

(ALPT), Engine Fuel Flow (Wf).

Tue LVDT's are 4-wire units with excitation supplied by the full authority digital

electronic controller. Other high temperature position sensors, such as a

quartz capacitive position sensor, are also being considered ir, ireas such as

the exhaust nozzle application.

Power lever inputs are planned to be from potentiometers. Preliminary concept

for redundancy of this critical input is to utilize two potentiometers interracing

into separate A/D converters. Consideration of digital PLA inputs are alsc

under study for advanced airframe in~terface compatibility.

Speed

Both high and low rotor speeds will be sensed by magnetic pulse pickups for

inpiit to the digital controller. Two pickups wiHl be provided for each speed

'ense. The L. P. rotor speed pickup will be located in close proximity to the

L.P. turtbine for the maximum degree of overspeed protection.
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10.0 JiD CONTROL SYSTEM PRELIMINARY [ESI PLAN

A preliminary rest plan has been formulated for the evaluation of the total co!,*r

system prior to use on the JTD enqine. ihis program plan includes the deve'...,

and validation of software for implementing the final control mode for the J.:-'on-,

strator test stand running. The test program also includes the evaluation of ec.,.

of the control system components and subsystems prior to use on the JTD eni,•e

testing. This test plan, shown in Figure 10-1, provides for the functional Jnc

environmental evaluation of each major component as an integral purt ot L::..

component development programs. During these component development te.,t, tý e

dynamic chajacteristics of the sensots, transducers and actuation device, shall :.e

established. This information, along with engine comronent characteristics, % i;H

be used to update the control system simulutior to assure a ralis4ic control mod,.

evaluation of the J1D system prior to engine demonstration.

The performance charucteristics ar.- endurance capability of eacn component

must be evaluated by suitable bench tests and on the GMA 200 ATEGG t1:t

pwograos. Further, a total control system bench test is niecdd prior tu the Jt.'

enujine le-t to assure total system computibiiity and to verity opetratiorf.l rh

teristics. Accomplishment of this to t program is evsential to a fv und su u .

JTD lest proyrom.

The following cotrponenI levvi tests and evaluation plans have been uetincd.

putt of reoanfmnded control component development ptogratis.

Full Authority Diqitul Controller

This program is structured to accomplish the checkout of L flighweight eunJinc-

mounted digital controller and the required software fot operation of ?ri J '3I

prior 'a use on the angine. The digital controller developirernt evvloution
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program will include software checkout und environmental und function testing

of the controller assembly prior to use on the ATEGG and JTD demonstration

tests.

Software Verification & Validation

Three areas of verification are:

o Verification of program equations and organization

o Verification of scaling and dimensions

o Test problem reviews

A detailed software volidation program will be prepared. TPe validation effort

will demonstrate that the fixed point mechanization of the control introduces

negligible error, and that the actual coded program, when executed in the

Digital Control Section ->f the controller will meet ail of the performance re-

quirements.

After the software has been validated, a complete software documentation parko•e

will be prepared, including:

o Program Narratives

o Detailed Flowcharts

o Definitions of Scolings for oll PNrometurt and Varlibkei

o Definition of all Purumeter Volues

o %.0mputer lnterfct- DAto

o Progrumming Manual

In cz4ition, ioftwure vcKang po•ud•r•s will be rowmcosndO ind � cumrtewJ

to provide For utdorly tioftwuye changoo us roqvirtd dkwing thv e v#14oýksi.

Tho deomniffation controlloe will undego thls to Pb.2mtitef the oveoll de--ign
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concepts as well as to verify the capability of hardware to satisfy the con-

ditions of this particular engine mounted application. Tests witI be performed

on individual components and sensors to verify correct function and adequate

performance. Additional testing will be performed to verify adequate tht-imal

protection and mechanical integrity.

Digital Controller SuIppoqrt. ment

The controller suprort equipment Will consist of a minicomputer based test

cor.sole to allow interaciive testing of the controller" usina an input-output

simulator. The support equipment is composed of a readily availoble c-mmerciai

minicomputer and peripherals. This minicomputer-directed system is capable of

maintaining the computer as well as providing a means of loading and debugging

software programs.

Advanced Fuel Pump and Meteriig System

An advanced pump and metering system test program shall be conducted to

evaluate the ctKiracterislics and integrity for suitabiiity for use on the JTD.

Bench iesting shall include performance, ,requency rtsj.*rise, cyclic endurance

cnd contamnated fuel testing.

Turbine Nozzle Area Con rol Systems

Air motor drivzn mechanical actu-3tion systems for the- JTD variable HP turbine

vane and for the LP turbine "Jet Flop" modulation corntrol shall be fully

evaluated prior to use on the engine. Bench testing shall be conducted to fuily

evaluate the electrical interface compatibility with the digital controller,

response Lhiructeri5tic-, envirormientul tolerance and functional chuructefioics.

In uddition to bmnch testing, the HP turbine octuotion system will bt used o! the

GMA 200 AIEGG d*rinstrot'on for functionot ord nvironm.entul evaluon

prior to use on the JiD.

Sensor%/ Irunsd~cef es

1he slesors rquired for ipleme"ting 1hw il0t1 cotrol f"We toll into t111
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categories of temperature, prelosure, posiý,%ln and speed sensing. As these senor5

and transducers are defined, they will be evaluated L,, bench tests and/or on

the GMA 200 ATEGG program to assess accuracy, response, stubdity and for

environmental tolerance.



11.0 CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown a method of designing a control to yield optimum

steady state performance (minimum sfc and maximum thrust) over a wide range

of flight conditions that will also operate adequately transiently. To achieve

this goal, the system should position the geometry indirectly by using the

variable geometry components to control engine parameters (corrected to

the engine inlet) to the optimal values. The following observations indicate

the most effective comibinations of geometry and engine parameter for the

JTD utilized in this study.

o The core nozzle has the best control over low pressure spool

speed.

o The duct nozzle can control duct con'ditions (pressure or flow).

o Thti high pressure compressor and high pressure turbine are

effective, controk for compressor discharge pWessu.e aQd

flow.

o The high pressure turbine is an effective control for hot section

t emperatures.

o The low pressure turbine h1. limited control on hot section

OtImperolurei.

o The low preisure turbine is on effective control for hot section

pressures.

0 Control by the .w)mWp•rer und turbines is krwilod sinco

their namin~A •itlion is at ot nwar one enJ of ý -tit ltuvel.

The Itmnsiont pdfofmunco of the engine and control greatly inkluea.cv the

slection of the beit combination Of gwhwtry and engine pjrmelwi.
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The complexity of the control mode for JTD requires a digital controller. The

use of the digital controller allows great flexibiity in the use of signal

synthesis, variable gains and compensation, alternate control modes and

selection logic, and the application of optimal and adaptive control. The

full potential of the digital controller has not been exploited in this program.

The attainment of optimal steady state performance and adeq.xate transient per-

formance does not tax the dynam"cs of the actuators although the high temperatures

of the engine do present a difficult design requirement. However, the accuracy

requirements and operating ranges for some of the pressure and tempeorture

transducers do exceed the perfor.;ance of today's proven technology.
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12.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Two critical areas need additional and continuing effort to assure successful

control of the JID. The first involves the continued updating of the present

enqine and control component simulation as component test dita (from gas

generator, rig and bench testing) becomes avoilable. The control mode must

be continually evaluated dynamically on the updated simulation under the

projected test conditions. This includes the continued evaluation of more

complex actuator and pump models to assure that the simple models within the

simulation are adequate ond update the simulation where required.

The second area requires the development of components to meet the special

requirement of the JTD which include

o The dual actuation ýystern for the HP(-.

n Actuation sy ,T-s for the hot section (HPT arid LPT)

o High uccurac-y (.05 percent full scale) pressure tryinsducero

thut operate up to the maximurn CDP pressurr.

o Temperature transducers that will survive in the hot section

efviiotfnffent.

o Reliable digital computer that Ccan 1ur-..ivC the enjint

envirOtnrfent.

Tih use ot a digital controller opetn riny fruitful WVu-, of CpUriion of the

control mode givrn here including:

o siqnpl lyntveit with sp•c•ul terphui-' o0i the hot section

mero1tureA tht-t irf impoliblt or ditficult to m.osurv.

o Vuriublv wronlpi,,rtion '.)t control loop including worfpc-twtion

oi theiffocouplos b i. upon flow rote estiatrd ftrom the
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o Saphisticeted fail detection and isolation

o Alternate control modes in case of detected sensor failure.

However, it is recommended that any advanced control mode concentrate on
a JTD derivative engine which may or may not be demonstratable on the JTD.

The application of the variable geometry turbofan engine to supersonic air-
craft also will require integrating the engine control with inlet control and
addition of an augmentor. The supersonic inlet will impose flow and dis-
tortion requirements on the control which will impose new steady state and

dyn:mic goals on the variable geometry controls. While the augmentor

usually has a separate control mode, the variable geometry will be used to

smooth the tronsiticn to and from augmentation.

This study concentrated on optimal steady state performance and logical
extension is optimal transient performance. A "pseudo optimal transient"

mode can also be developed by constructing a steady state operating mode
that maximizes the rotor speeds at the expense of sfc. Such a control mode
would minimize the effect of the major response lags; the rotor dynamics.
Geometry position would be the major modulator of thrust. Also, the application
of modem control theory to this problem is a natural since 'bptimal state
variable control" provides optimal transient performance about the steady

state operating line. Truly optimal performance may be obtainable by com-
bining optimal state variable control and the optimal steady state control

principles developed here.
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